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SPORTS

Burley brings
strong price
opening day
Racers go
2-0 with win
over IUPUI
.46 Page 8
amLOCAL

Calloway teen
sought in
connection to
Florida murders
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A Calloway County juvenile
who was charged with the recent break-in and mutilation of
puppies at the local animal
shelter is now wanted in connection to a double homicide in
Lake County, Fla.
Local officials were notified
Tuesday morning by the Lake
County Sheriff's Department
that the 16-year-old male and
at least two other area juveniles are being sought in the
Monday night murder of a Eustis, Fla. couple.
Acording to Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott, Lake County
officials recovered a vehicle
Monday that had been reported
stolen from a Mayfield couple.
The license plate was reported
missing from that vehicle.
It is believed the juveniles
are being accompanied by the
murdered couple's 16-year-old
daughter, and are driving a
vehicle stolen from the scene
of the crime.
'We've been notified that
they are possibly driving a
1994 Ford Explorer, bluish in
color, with the license plate
from the stolen Mayfield vehicle
on it,' Scott said. "These juveniles are considered armed and
dangerous and should not be
approached.'
Scott said Florida officials
believe the group is heading to
another state but aren't sure if
they are coming back to
Kentucky.

WEATHER
Today...Becoming partly
sunny this morning. Mostly
sunny this afternoon. High in
the low 40s. North wind 15 to
20 mph diminishing in the
afternoon.
Tonight—Mostly clear and
cold. Low around 20. North
wind around 5 mph.
Wednesday...Partly sunny.
High in the lower 40S.
Thanksgiving day outlook...Dry. Lows in the mid
20s. Highs near 45.
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CHECKING IN: Bill Meador, floor manager at Fan-is Loose Leaf, checks the number on a basket
loaded with tobacco as local farmers are preparing for tobacco crop sales that begin next week.

By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky lawmakers and farmers
emphasized tobacco's importance to the state's economy as'the leaf
fetched sharply higher prices on the opening day of sales in the
eight-state burley belt.
Final figures for Monday from the Federal-State Market News
Service showed an opening day price of slightly more than $1.92 a
pound. Prices averaged slightly more than $1.85 per pound last
year.
At the Mayfield Loose Leaf floor, prices averaged $1.92 a pound
on more than 600,000 pounds sold.
"Reports about the demise of tobacco farming are greatly exaggerated," U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler told a news conference at the
Fourth Street Tobacco Warehouse in Lexington.
The Lexington Democrat mentioned tax increases, health issues
and FDA regulations and said "Despite all the challenges, the demand for our crop is stronger than ever."
=

• See Page 2

Santa Project reaches out to local families
Centers in 1992.
Since then, the program has assured that needy children in Murray and Calloway County will
have a joyous holiday -.eason
"What we try. to do is make it
possible for every child to wake
up on Christmas morning and
find that Santa has come," said
Calloway County Family Resource Center Coordinator Donna
Herndon.
"It is important to preserve the
tradition by helping each family
have Christmas together."
In order to meet each need in
the county, both resource centers
combine with the city and county

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Helping families in need is a
year-long project.
But never more so than dunng
the holiday season.
For the past five years, the
people of Murray and Calloway
County have continued to meet
the needs of those less fortunate
through a program called the
Santa Project.
The charity drive, which was
started by the Murray Fire Department in the late 1980s, was
picked up by the Murray and Calloway County Family Resource

t

What we try to do is
make it possible for every
child to wake up on
Christmas morning and
find Santa has come.

Donna Herndon
Resource
Family
Coordinator

school systems, the Early Head
Start and the Head Start programs
to provide the service.

According to Herndon, the project starts each year in the classrooms of the city and county
school systems where students
write their letters to Santa.
Volunteers throughout the
community then shop for each
child.
Both businesses and organizations contribute to the program
with donations.
"It's amazing to see the level
of commitment and involvement
our community puts into this project," Herndon said. "We
couldn't do this without their
help."
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Between the Drops
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

• BIN Jackson tries to dodp the raln on Fourth Street Monday afternoon In dorartovm Murray.
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Herndon said the project has
grown with the aide of both resource centers.
"What we do is so much more
personal becuase we respond to
Santa lists and specific needs of
the children in the community,"
she said. "We've been able to
build - on the programs that already exist in the city."
Last year, the Santa Project
collected an estimated $75,000 in
11 See Page 2

High-tech
boats draw
criticism

MES hires
consultants to
study broadband
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
"...they will look at
The Murray Electric System
things like the technical
has hired a Tennessee firm to
conduct a study on the feasibility
aspects of installing the
of installing a broadband commusystem's infrastructure,
nications system here.
Marketability .of a
the
According to MES Superintendent Tony Thompson, Electrotek
broadband -system here
Concepts Inc. of Knoxville will
the best way to fl
and
begin work on a preliminary
nance it.
feasibility study in early
December.
Tony Thompson
"They will be conducting more
MES superintendent
of an informational study to start
with," Thompson said. "This is a
preliminary study that will help
Since then, Glasgow has beus decide how to go about doing
come a leader in the broadband
some things."
field and hosts visiting groups
Thompson said the preliminary
from around the world who want
study will cost about $10,000 and
to learn more about it.
will take about one month to
Paducah city officials recently
complete. Once the company fifrom a trip to Glasgow
returned
nishes the initial study, a more
the broadband system
view
to
in-depth and extensive report will
that city famous.
has
made
that
be done.
officials
took that same
Murray
"When they come back, they
will look at things like the techni- trip last April.
cal aspects of installing the sysWhile both cities are moving
tem's infrastructure, the marketatoward broadband communicability of a broadband system here
each seems to have a diffeand the best way to finance it," tions,
rent agenda.
Thompson said.
A broadband system is a comElectrotek was recently hired
munications network capable of
by Paducah officials to conduct a
electrical tio*er, telefeasibility study there. The same carrying
television, Internet
cable
phone,
firm worked with Glasgow, Ky.
access and a myriad of other serofficials in pioneering the
vices to every home through a
technology.
single coaxial cable.
Glasgow Electric Plant Board
While Paducah's interest in
officials started researching alterbroadband technology seems to
native power sources in 1984 and
stumbled into the world of broad•See Page 3
band communications.

The first two years of the program were collaberative efforts .
through the MFD.

GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP) —
While funding cuts have
squeezed the Tennessee Valley
Authority's operation of the Land
Between the Lakes recreational
area in' western Kentucky, the
agency paid more than $300,000
for a dozen radar-equipped patrol
boats.
The boats appear to have been
only lightly used, and the move,.
has brought criticism.
"Inefficient is a mild word to
describe it. Waste would be more
appropriate," said Jim Atchison
of Eddyville, a paralegal and former corrections officer. "I live
on Lake Barkley, and I've never
seen them in the water."
Stephen Smith, executive director of the Tennessee Valley
Energy Reform Coalition in
Knoxville and another TVA critic, wondered why TVA ratepayers "are buying a fleet of
souped-up boats when TVA is
$28 billion in debt."
TVA insists the fleet helps it
fulfill its obligation to protect the
public and its facilities, including
power plants, recreational sites
and wildlife preserves, in its
seven-state service area.
In all, TVA spent $304,000 to
buy and outfit the fleet of 12
boats, three of which are used at
Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
in western Kentucky.
The three Kentucky boats —
worth about $80,000 — are kept
at Golden Pond to patrol TVA's
"Kentucky Lakes Sector," which
includes Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley south to Interstate 40 in
middle Tennessee.
•.See Page 2
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Santa...

Congratulations
Kathy Kopperud

FROM -PAGE 1
donations from offices and businesses in the community as well
as gifts from other individuals.
With those funds, 854 needy
children in 403 families received
toys, clothing and books through
the program.

for being named

1996
Realtor of the Year
by the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors

From the marweement & staff of...

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main St.

r_

Also helping the project is a
program called The Angel Fund.
It has been used as the repository
for financial support.
Sponsored by the Calloway
County Family Resource Center,
The Angel Fund collected checks

of the year."
This year, a new business will
join the effort to help members of
the community in need.
Mattel of Murray recently

totaling $9,500 to cover the costs
associated with the Santa Project.
"Through the school teachers.
we have all of the children write
a letter to Santa," said Herndon.
"We _send that letter to the parents and ask them if they will
need help.
"We've gotten good cooperation from teachers and parents.
We try to work with all of the
coordinators so that no child gets
left out. Parents who won't accept charity any other time of the
year will accept it then. We have
a window of opportunity to address these needs during this time

asked that it be allowed to participate in the project.
During a presentation Monday,
Mattel donated $15,000 to help
children under 5 years of age.
"We are receiving first-time
support from Mattel this year,"
Herndon said. -They have helped
us several times in the past by
donating toys."
Angel trees will also be at

By LAI
Associa

Mattel and Wal-Mart for people
to make donations to the charity
drive.
"People can be just as involved
in this as they want to be," said
Herndon. "We want to do anything we can to help every child
in the community."
Anyone wishing to make a tax
deductable donation to the Santa
Project is urged to send it to the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at 1169 Pottertown
Road in Murray. For more information about the program, interested persons should call
753-3070.
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Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison
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somewhere else."
The council sponsored the
news conference at Lexington
and another at Shelbyville, which
Jefferson County JudgeExecutive Dave Armstrong was
unable to attend but forwarded a
message via Deputy County
Judge -Executive Bruce
Traughber.
Armstrong told growers that
the success of their tobacco
harvest affects urban dwellers as
well as residents of rural
communities.
"Agribusiness accounts for
nearly 10 percent of all jobs in
the Louisville area," Armstrong
said. "And tobacco processing
accounts for 27 percent of the
area's agribusiness payroll. So
the continued success of your tobacco crop is paramount to the
economic strength of all Kentucky communities — including
urban areas like Jefferson County
and Louisville."
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., also was unable to attend
but sent a statement declaring,
"Tobacco means much more than
jobs and farm income in Kentucky; it's part of our culture and
-tradition.
"That's why tobacco is worth
fighting for, and we must never

sold his tobacco at Shelbyville's
Star Warehouse. "I had six baLater, Baesler sold several
skets on the floor. Four of them
bales of his burley, and "he got a
sold for $1.92 and two of them
good price for his tobacco," said
sold for $1.93.
Lavina Hughes, office manager at
"And with this market I think
the 4th Street warehouse.
it's a strong thing, saying, 'Hang
She said most buyers seemed
in there and keep producing qualto have settled on the $1.92 figity tobacco."
ure, which nevertheless was 3
Last year, 516 million pounds
cents less than some experts had
of burley sold for $957 million in
predicted.
the burley belt, averaging
"I had a good day," said Jim
$185.47 per hundredweight.
Pearce of Oldham County, who
Kentucky contributed the majority of that — well beyond half
the harvest — and this year is expected to produce 416 million
pounds of burley.
Henry West, president of The
Council for Burley Tobacco, said
he was pleased to see auctions
p
-6k-73
P2ic
were starting off with strong
Pick 4
prices.
4-0-4-5
"Farmers always like to have a
Cash 5
little more for their crop but
2-11-13-32-33
we're not complaining," West
said.
Opposition from government
agencies and anti-tobacco activists is nothing new West said.
onsoren
"We've have people telling us
S
Sh•Il
all our lives that tobacco was on
its way out," West said during a
telephone interview from his Garrard County farm. "If it's not
grown here, it will he grown

FROM PAGE 1

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Investment Rates
TERMS

MINIMUM
CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

1

FROM PAGE 1
The TVA boats supplement enforcement by Kentucky and Tennessee police agencies.
The agency doesn't keep logs
showing how often the boats are
used, said spokesman Gil Francis.
But Francis said of the patrols,
"Their mere presence has a
calming influence."
Records provided to The
Courier-Journal by the TVA
show that from October 1995
through June 1996, TVA marine
police in the Kentucky-Tennessee
sector reported a total of about 55
public contacts with the boats, an
average of about six a month.
According to the records, the
marine police made seven arrests.
gave 21 'warningsand issued five
citations. They also helped with
searches, including those for
drowning victims. The agency
was unable to readily provide fig-

5.06% 6.03% 5.78% 5.68%
1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender
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urcs for the months since June.
Ian Smith, the TVA police district commander,
the number of
acknowledgth contacts is
low. But he said it may be because the program is just getting
off the ground. "Our mission
isn't to write lots of tickets and
arrest lots of people," he said.
Donnie Rader, a spokesman for
the TVA police, noted that
among other things the boats
have been used to protect President Clinton and Vice President
Gore and their families while
they were in the area.
By contrast, each of the state
of Kentucky's seven water officers assigned to the lakes region
averaged 71 contacts a month, according to records from the Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources.
State boating officers assigned
primarily to the two lakes wrote
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270 violations and 410 warnings,
inspected 1,005 boats, checked
3,767 boat registrations and answered 48 complaints in the first
seven months of this year,
spokesman Mark Marraccini said.
Most marine policing occurs
during the peak boating season
between Memorial Day and Labor Day.
Rader likened the purchase of
the boats to investing in a "Jaws
of Life" rescue tool.
"You don't use it often," he
said. "But when you need it, you
need it."
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"Murray Christmas" Parade

•••••

YEAR-END

The Rotary Club's annual Christmas Parade will be held on Saturday,
December 7th. To again guarantee a truly fabulous Christmas Parade,
everyone's participation is invited by either having an entry in the
parade or by being a spectator.

,\x

School groups,church groups,civic organizations, bands,and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be
awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions —Church/
Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Commercial Division. The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some money at the
same time. $150 first place prize in each division will be awarded.

op"
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Burley tobacco is grown on a
quota system which limits how
much tobacco farmers can grow
annually. The federal program
also sets minimum prices for the
crop based on a grading system.
This year's average price support, set by the U.S. Department
is $1.737 per
pound. That's the minimum
price.
Tobacco that doesn't sell for 1
cent a pound abOve the price support goes into a growers' reserve
pool for later resale.

You Are Invited To Participate In The

af4

e4

Those factors — plant shortages, poor planting conditions, a
tight labor supply, limited barn
space and other obstacles — also
meant many farmers had trouble
fulfilling their tobacco quotas.
The quotas were increased this
year.

IN Boats...

5.00% 5.94% 5.70% 5.60%
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give in, never surrender, never
compromise with the Washington
bureaucrats and politicians who
are against it."
The expected strong demand
for burley stems from a combination of domestic and international
factors which caused a tight
supply of the 1996 burley tobacco crop, said Will Snell, a
University of Kentucky tobacco
policy specialist.

Strategies to take
now so that you
come out on top.

As in the past years, entrants will line
up at 9:30, Saturday, Dec. 7th on 10th St.
and proceed downtown. The parade will
begin.at 10:30 a.m.

Ask usfor details.*

Parade co-chairmen are Don E. Jones
and Bob Billington.
Mail Entries To
or

41

can

"Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411
Murray, Ky. 42071

The Chamber
of Commerce
753-5171

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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FDA Commissioner Kessler to resign after six years
By LAURAN NEERCsAARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - David Kessler, the Food and Drug
Administration commissioner
who waged war on the tobacco
industry and is alternately admired or reviled as a fierce consumer protector, announced Monday he is leaving the post.
Kessler said the Clinton administration asked him to stay on
Friday and again Monday, but he
decided six years was enough as
head of the regulatory agency. He
will leave as soon as a successor
is chosen, expected no sooner
than late January.
"We took on some of the most
difficult regulatory challenges,
and I think we've made some
progress," Kessler told The Associated Press, listing as his top
achievements slashing the time
FDA spends approving new medicines, racing new AIDS drugs
to the market and giving consumers nutrition information on food
labels.
But Kessler's legacy will be
the government crackdown on to-
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bacco. He declared nicotine an
addictive drug used to hook
children on cigarettes and published, in August, the nation's
first regulations of tobacco
marketing.
"I hope the world is a little bit
safer for our kids because of what
we've done," Kessler said.
Kessler's resignation was welcomed by tobacco state Sen.
Wendell Ford of Kentucky.
"In too many cases, Dr. Kessler has been motivated by his personal agenda rather than implementing laws already on the
books. As one who has been
firmly opposed to his overreaching and punitive policies against
our tobacco farmers, I can't say
that I'm sad to see him go," Ford
said.
President Clinton praised Kessler Monday as having "a tireless
commitment to better the lives of
our citizens."
While many doctors admire
Kessler for also cracking the
whip over medical and food manufacturers, he is arguably the
FDA's most controversial chief.
Critics call him everything
from "Eliot Knessler" to
"gestapo-like." He ignited an
outcry as soon he took office by
seizing thousands of gallons of
orange juice labeled "fresh"
when they were made from concentrate, and ended this year antagonizing anti-abortionists by
giving conditional approval to the
abortion pill RU-486.
Rep. Joe Barton, R-Texas, has
accused FDA of killing patients
by not approving new medicines
fast enough and welcomed Kessler's imminent departure as opening the door for agency reform.
"I think it's a decision that
was overdue," Barton said. Kessler defended the status quo and
"might have been an impediment" to congressional action in
January, he added.
'Kessler disputes Barton's
charges - and government documents show that when he took office in 1990, the agency spent a
median of 25 months approving
each of 64 drugs, while in 1995 it

anti-smoking activist Cliff Douspent 16.5 months on each of 82
glas. While he has seen no sign
new drugs.
Kessler vehemently opposes
that Clinton accepts talk of an incongressional plans that he says
dustry settlement, "Kessler has
will deregulate the FDA.
been understood all along to have
Outside of Washington, "no
served as a bulwark against the
one wants to deregulate the safety
White House caving in to tobacco
industry demands for a weak
of their foods or the safety of
compromise," he added.
their blood or the safety of the
Kessler, 44, a pediatrician and
drugs they take. I believe the
American people expect a degree an attorney, has served Presidents
of vigilance from this agency," Bush and Clinton. He was hired
Kessler said.
to clean up the agency after a
The tobacco industry, whose generic-drug scandal. He recalls a
stock prices had risen on the rumor that Kessler would leave, declined to comment Monday. But
Sen. Lauch Faircloth, R-N.C.,
called Kessler "quick to blame
tobacco for all the world's FROM PAGE 1
problems."
be focused around cable televi"Hopefully with Kessler gone, sion service, MES officials are
the FDA will spend more time in expanding their view.
the lab and less time on the
"This whole thing is about
farm," Faircloth said.
communication. There is a great
"The regulations have already deal more to this than cable TV,"
been promulgated, so I don't be- said MES broadband committee
lieve his resignation will have
member Buddy Buckingham. "It
any immediate effect," Ford, the is not our pre-conception to get
Kentucky Democrat, said. "I am
into the cable business."
hopeful the administration's reGlasgow is a city comparable
placement will recognize the to Murray in several aspects.
proper role of the FDA and work
Both cities have a population of
with myself and others to fashion
about 14,000 people and both rea plan to fight youth smoking that ceive electrical power from the
doesn't infringe on adult rights." Tennessee Valley Authority.
The Glasgow electric board
Cigarette makers were big adon the initial debt of installtook
vancers in Monday's stock
ing 120 miles of cable, at a cost
market rally. Philip Morris Cos.
of about $1.5 million, by issuing
rose $3.25 a share to $105.50;
bonds. The addition of the cable
Loews Corp. rose $3.621/2 to
television service cost the board
$94.62'A ; UST Inc. rose $1 to
another $1.3 million.
$32.87A ; and RJR Nabisco rose
While the system has still not
50 cents to $32.
made
a profit for the board,.
Tobacco foes say Kessler's debroadband
has impacted the city,
parture doesn't signal the Clinton
according to .Glasgow Electric
administration is backing off its
Plant Superintendent William
tobacco crackdown, which will
Ray.
face its first 'court hearing in
"I've got 5,200 cable TV cusFebruary.
tomers. Each of them pays an av"I don't think David Kessler
erage of $16 less than the resiwould have left now if he thought
dents of Murray do (for comparhis initiative would be undermined," said Matt Myers of the
Campaign for Tobacco-Free
Kids.
Still, "the loss of David Kessler means a loss to tobacco control efforts in this country," said
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

stitute before becoming one of
Kessler's top deputies this year,
is one prospect.
AIDS activists particularly are
anxious that the new FDA chief
is a doctor who understands their
needs. Under Kessler,. they went
from scaling the FDA walls to
protest a lack of treatments to sitting on committees that decided
the fate of vital AIDS drugs.
"I think it will be very hard to
replace Dr. Kessler," said David
Barr of Gay Men's Health Crisis.

•MES...

• 1r

Alcou, dramatic interpretation; Ellen Carpenter, original oratory; and
Mau Harris, Wesley Hart,and Mark
Stockton, humorous interpretation.
Murray students also selected to
compete in the tournament were
Elizabeth Allen, Jason Bright, Clif
Darnell, Jaclyn Hopkins, Jenni
Hopkins,Jenny Leary, Emily Noble
and Christina Sames.
The speech team will travel to
Louisville to compete in the St.
Xavier High School Speech Tournament on Dec. 6.

gould, Ark. arc wondering where
their savings are.
A recent article in the Paducah
Sun reported that when Paragould
residents approved a $3.22 million capital improvement project
to build a city-owned cable system, they were told their taxes
would not be increased to fund it.
Three years later, voters there
narrowly approved a referendum
stating that tax money may be
used to subsidize the cable
company.
The tax has angered Paragould
residents who cannot recieve the
service yet still have to pay to
subsidize it. The Sun article said
the city-owned cable system lost
about $60,(100 last year and both
the privately -owned and
municipally-owned system are
losing money in a price war.

able service)," Ray said in April.
"Using those figures, that is $1.2
million extra that my customers
have to spend in the city of Glasgow each year. If you believe
chamber of commerce figures.
that money turns over five times
before it leaves the city --- that's
a $6-million-a-year impact I have
on the city each year."
The Glasgow Electric Plant
Board offers its customers a
50-channel basic cable package at
a cost of $24.95 a month. Murray
Cablevision offers a similar package at a cost of $34.93 a month.
Paducah residents pay about
$26.48 for the same number of
channels.
But while a municipally-owned
cable company may bring about
lower rates, residents of Para-

Announcing the Opening of..

AMY R. ROOS
Law Office
General Practice

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

MHS speech team
competes in Chicago
Selected members of the Murray
High School Speech Team were
among the 350 students from 30
states who competed in the Glenbrook North Invitational Speech
Tournament in Chicago, Illinois,
Nov. 24-25.
Katie McNeary was the only
Murray student to advance to the
final round. She placed second in
extemporaneous speaking.
Students advancing to the semifinal round of competition and
receiving a plaque were Autumn

huge New York Times headline
on his first day that called that
job "an impossible task."
Kessler says he has no job of(en, but he reportedly has been
wooed by several universities and
his wife, once a Manhattan litigator, made no secret she was ready
to leave Washington politics.
Government sources say a successor could come from within
the agency. Dr. Michael Friedman, an oncologist who spent 14
years at the National Cancer In-
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Reader tests Racer enthusiasm
Dear Editor:
As Murray State University is getting ready for finals, it is time for us
as a community and region to take one too. No cheating now and keep
your eyes on your own paper.
Question— What does it take to get fans to a football game at Murray
State? Humm, tough question; let's explore all the possibilities.
1) We have a super coaching staff who display talent and character.
Possible, but I guess not.
2) OK! How about a record of 21-2 for the past two seasons. No?
3) How about back to back OVC Championships? Nice try.
4) How about two undefeated back to back OVC Championships?
Obviously not!
5) What about being ranked number four in the nation? Guess again!
6)How about a year when we had extremely tough road wins at both
Eastern Illinois and Eastern Kentucky! Nope.
7) We have a football team who is riddled with good young men who
make their grades, are active in campus and community activities and
have never made the headlines in a negative manner. Hum!
8)How about all kinds of records in the process of being established
such as most points scored in a single season,a 2,000 yard passer,a 1,000
rusher,a 1,000 yard receiver and a diminuitive field goal kicker who sets
a record every time he boots the ball. Not enough.
9)How about a 50 degree temperature,sunshine,and the fact that you
will most likely get to sec the future of the program get into the game and
get some valuable experience. Nope,Cal Sisto reported that a cloud was
spoued within 109 miles of Stewart Stadium.
10) OK,OK! If none of these reasons would prompt you to attend a
game, how about this reason. When these young men run onto the field,
they need to look in the stands and see 10,000 people who support them
and are appreciative of the positive image they have attained for the
university and the community. Not on ytiur life!
Well how did you do on the test? As a community,campus and region,
we failed miserably.The crowds at the last two home games could hardly
have been enough to inspire anyone. The attendance at the West Virginia
Tech game was embarrassing for everyone concerned. I could have fired
a shotgun into the stands and not hit anyone!
Does anyone out there remember when we would play a football game
and we would sit in the stands and pray that the other team wouldn't
break 100? Does anyone remember that we were calling for the head of
the coach because we weren't winning? Does anyone remember those
games where the players outnumbered the fans (literally) — Gee, you
didn't even have to stand in line to get a hotdog.
What in the world is wrong with us? We have a great coaching staff, a
bunch of good kids who are working their butts off, two back to back
undefeated OVC Championships and the crowd is still terrible.
We need to get on our tiorse and have a super home crowd for the
Western Illinois playoff game and show this team how much we support
them. We need at least 10,000 people in the stands to be a 12th man for
the 11 who are playing down on the field. So, buy your ticket early and
schedule Saturday afternoon for the game,even though Cal Sisto does
say that there is a cloud within 100 mils of Stewart Stadium.
If we cannot support these young men,thenlwe really do fail the test
and all we can say when the team and the coachtng staff rides off into the
sunset is — "shame on us!!"
Dave Hornback
1510 Beckett Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071

Griffin attacks KIRIS,KERA
Dear Editor:
Are we teaching students or are we teaching them to take tests? Are we
teaching them to perform in the work place, succeed in college,-Or to
perform test tasks? Who's to say 52 schools that increased their scores on
the most recent KIRIS testing would not have done so without the help of
"Distinguished Educators." Does it strike anyone but me odd that not a
single school receiving help from a Distinguished Educator had scores
which dropped? Really?
K IRIS testing, writing,and math portfolios,and the system of scoring
which ranks schools...are all flawed. If almost40 percent of schools met
or exceeded their goals does that mean that more than 60 percent did not?
And since when does less than 40 percent constitute success? Anytime
two or more persons grade the same answer to a test question and arrive
at different scorcs...it is flawed. Students who have identical scores
receive different rankings. In the summer, college students are paid to
grade the tests...it is flawed.
How can the Kentucky Department of Education determine who is to
receive awards or punishments? The criteria for determining the
Academic Index changes, apparently as a matter of convenience. It
seems to change when the critics and their criticism get too close to the
reality of the situation.
Now I sec that we are going to spend $7,100,000 over the next two
years for more Distinguished Educators. When including advocates,
service centers, Distinguished Educators, and whatever support staff,
how much money are we spending annually to insure that this flawed
system seem to be working?
One might ask, as I have been asked by many people outside
education,"Why don't more teachers and administators talk out against
KERA or at least the KIRIS assessment?" FEAR!! Fear for one's job!
Fear that we will be labeled as anti-education or against change! The
only thing I fear is that we arc not educating our children to succeed in
society. We are educating them to succeed on tests!
Finally, when KERA was adopted and the KIRIS assessment
introduced we were told that testing would not steer the curriculum as
did the CTBS. Well, KIRIS not only steers the curriculum, along with
portfolios, it is the curriculum. We were told that test scores would no
longer be published. Ha! Entire sections of newspapers arc devoted to
the scores.
Entire communities, large groups of students, teachers and administrators are glorified or shamed. How can teachers be the only ones who
are accountable? Neither parents, students, communities, nor school
systems are accountable. Individual schools, and often select groups of
teachers within a school are the only ones accountable. The system
evaluations, rewards, and punishments is flawed. So, let's spend more
money on Distinguished Educators and not education. The only reform
that was needed was monetary. The onlyreform that is needed is to hilt
more teachers and reduce the student-teacher ratio. I teach in a middle school.
Roger Griffin
139 Allen Douglas Dr., Richmond, Ky. 40475
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The return ofthe native
Unforgettable, that first Thanksgiving. Oh,I'm not talking about the
Pilgrims and Squanto talking turkey
and swapping recipes for pureed
turnips in 1620. Rather, I am referring to the first Thanksgiving of
freshman year at college. When kids
return to the old hometown full of
half-a-semester's worth of wisdom
that they either feel compelled to
share no matter how much you
would like to be kept in ignorant
bliss,or that they are determined not
to divulge, regardless of how cleverly you interrogate them.
No matter what the length of the
actual journey, the real Thanksgiving trip starts the moment you
welcome the wayfarrcr home. This
could be at the airport, the train
station or in your driveway as the
car is being unloaded. An observant
little sister or brother shouts something on the order of,"Look, Mom!
Her hair's purple." or, "Did it hurt
when they pierced your belly
button?"
The sojourn continues as each
family member hoists Hefty bags
full of dirty clothes into the house.
Father might venture a question
like: "What happened to .the
matched luggage we gave you for
graduation?"
Mom silently calculates how
many times the twelve sets of
underwear she bought this summer
have been worn without laundering.
She .feels proud. of herself as,she .

MAIN STUF.E'ls

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Dries columnist
chokes back a comment about how
fortunate that there was no accident
that sent the slovenly college student to the hospital, where doctors
in the emergency room would have
been distracted from their lifesaving ministrations to tsk-tsk over
dingy drawers. She gets all the way
to the kitchen before she blurts,
"How could you bear to go all
semester without doing a load of
wash? I thought I brought you up
better than thai"
Most college freshman shrug off
such disdainful reactions to the new
lifestyles they have been busy acquiring the past few months. They
are too intent on telling their parents
about the knowledge they have
absorbed in college, as if Mom and
Dad had gotten lobotomies sometime between Labor Day and late
November. The new sophisticates
toss around words like "Psych." and
"Poly. Sci." and "Econ.," often
stopping in mid-sentence to translate for their addled parents. It is
often in the midst of one of these
soliloques that important informa-

tion is revealed. This might be a
casual announcement about changing majors,or a declaration of intent
to move out of the dorm and in with
a new love next semester. Or both.
Some returning collegians tell
breathless stories about fraternities
and sorrorities,savoring initials like
TKE and SAE and KKG like they
were the magic beans in some
undergraduate fairy tale where
everyone lives happily ever after
once the initiation fees are paid.
No matter what has changed, a
few things remain the same. The
telephone starts ringing as soon as
they walk in the door and there is
never enough soda in the refrigerator to quench their thirst. And
while they may have developed a
taste for cappucino or sushi at some
distant campus,they still relish Easy
Cheese and Ritz crackers on the rare
evenings they stay home and watch
TV with the family.
Most nights they will go out with
childhood friends and haunt all the
places that bored them to deep sighs
and raised eyebrows as recently as

last summer. They will sit in booths
at the local hangout and grant
audiences to kids still in high school
who greet them with eager reverence, shyly asking advice about
senior year. And while they would
never admit it, they will go out of
their way to sec the kid they broke
up with after prom, and then make
statements like "I can't believe lever
went out with such a loser!"
Just when you think you cannot
stand any more disruption to your
daily life, they will be on the way
back to school. Again and again,
you will mentally play back the
conversations you had when they
were home, and wonder how much
was bravado and how much was
indicative of the breaking away that
is inevitable when a child begins to
mature into an adult.
After Thanksgiving, you will
think a lot about them, and wonder
if there is anything you could have
said or done better. Maybe you
talked too much. Or should have
listened more. Really listened. Perhaps it would have been best if you
kept your advice to yourself. You
will worry that you have committed
the same sins you parents did. Or
new ones. You will swear that life
was never this dangerous, or complicated, when you were their age.
You miss them, but you are grateful
to-have a couple of weeks between
now and Christmas break to prepare
for the next return of the native.
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Newt's promises have given way
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
— In Newt Gingrich's lexicon,
promises of uncompromising revolution have given way to sober
talk of pragmatic incremcntalism.
It is a sure sign that the 1996
elections left the GOP a bit
chastened — and perhaps wiser.
"We're not interested in making a statement," Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said Monday as GOP congressional leaders
worked with Republican governors on a 1997 political and legislative strategy. ''We want
results."
To many Democrats, such cautious talk from Republicans is
proof that the wounds of the 1995
budget battle still sting, and that
the GOP has lost the hard-driving
edge it carried out of its 1994
midterm rout.
GOP leaders gathered for a
post-election summit in Michigan
do not make light of their party's
problems. Most believe President
Clinton's giant advantage with
women voters should be the
GOP's most urgent concern, and
many suggest a revised Republican message on education would
be a critical first step.
There also are internal GOP
disputes over how bold to be in
pushing tax cuts, and Oyer how to
handle such issues as immigration and affirmative action. But
there is broad agreement in the
party on this .196 lesson: The

'

ANALYSIS
GOP should abandon the breakfamilies keep more of their
neck pace it tried to set after earnings.
coming to power in 1995 and
Eager to cut capital gains taxes
proceed with confidence it will
to help an economy that shows
maintain its House and Senate
signs of sluggishness, Abraham
majorities for years to come.
and other Republicans are hoping
"After 1994, there was a great
to deny Democrats the opportunity to cast any plan as a boon to
deal of pressure to get a lot done
in a short period of time," said the rich. Their plan would pay for
Michigan Sen. Spencer Abraham. the short-term costs of capital
After successfully defending their gains reductions by closing cormajorities in a tough political en- porate loopholes.
On other thorny budget issues,
v i ron ment, Abraham said,
"There is more confidence that Republicans are in no rush to
we can think in terms of four- wade back i,nto debating major
year or six-year time frames to spending reductions in Medicare
and Medicaid, insisting it is inaddress a lot of issues."
A case in point came Monday, cumbent on the re-elected Clinton
when Gingrich said the GOP's to outline his plans first.
take-it-or-leave- it approach on
"And while we wait for him,
tax cuts was a thing of the past. we can address other critical
Next year, he said, Republicans issues," said Wisconsin Gov.
adopt "an incrementalist ap- Tommy Thompson.
proach," push "for the largest
Education tops his list, and
signablc tax cut" in 1997 and factors hugely in Republican
then revisit the issue every year hopes of erasing the so-called
thereafter.
.gender gap.
"It adds up to a whole lot by
"Republicans in Washington
the year 2000," Gingrich said.
shouldn't be talking of eliminatSome Republicans worry about ing the Department of Education,
an incremental approach on taxes, they should be talking about elibelieving it leaves Clinton an
minating some of the oppressive
opening to steal another tradition- rules and regulations that get in
ally Republican issue. Abraham, the way of educating children,"
for one, is an advocate of deep Thompson said.
tax cuts, but said yearly installLike many Republicans,
ments would "demonstrate our Thompson blames Clinton for
ongoing commitment" to helping "demagoging and distorting"

-

GOP views on Medicare and
education.
"But we put ourselves in a terrible bind with our rhetoric, our
harshness and people got afraid
of us," Thompson said.
In the new Republican revolution, kinder, less confrontational
rhetoric is the order of the day,
even on issues where the OOP
leadership expects sharp future
disagreements 'with Clinton.
"I think we have learned some
good lessons," said Lott.
August passage of welfare
overhaul and health insurance
measures, an increase in the minimum wage and an immigration
bill gave Republican incumbents
a substantial platform' for reelection. With history on their'
side heading into the 1998 midterms, GOP leaders believe pnly
a failure to deliver will prevent
expanding their majorities in two
years.
So there is less bravado than at
this point two years ago; talk of
results has replaced talk of
revolution.
"It is not quite as heady as it
was then," was how New Jersey
Gov. Christine Whitman put it,
suggesting Republicans have matured as they adjusted to holding
power. "I think you will see a focus on accomplishment."
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Marilyn Cook, assisted by her son David, help Janet Shepard's class
dry fruit for a harvest feast. The feast was meant to resemble the first
Involving the Pligrams and Native Americans.

umwei.11111
Soutwest fifth grade students In Mrs. Pitman's science class create an
edible plant cell using cookies, icing and edible decorations. Pictured
(from left) are Ryan Bramiett, Tyler Collins, Addle Ervin and Brittany
Roach.

•
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Students In Janay McKee's fifth grade class at East Calloway Elementary present a play about Pecas Bill after studying a unit on tall tales.
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Primary Family 1B students in Toni Bohannon's class at North Calloway
Elementary recently received a visit from Mrs. Janice Rose. Rose presented the students with a lesson on writing paragraphs. She used a
hand as a model.

•

Calloway County Middle School Builders Club members clean the shrubrey in front of the school. Students participating In the activity Include
Stacy Robertson, Kim Thompson, Kim Lane, Evan Lane and Kendra
Kear. The CCMS Builders Club, which is sponsored by the Murray Klwanas Club, will participate In civic projects this school year.

Students In Nary Gall Johnson's class at Murray Elementary enjoy a
trip to the Murray Fire Department.

••••
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Brian Talley, Randall Cope and ihomas Smotherman work with math
manlpulatIves In Vanessa McDanlel's math class at Calloway County
Middle School. The students are trying to understand number concepts
and how to apply the concepts to real-life problems. The students are
n Team 6-A.

P3/P4 students on the Starshine team at Murray Elementary hear about
life in the 1850s at Land Between the Lake's Homeplace.

During a recent unit on body organs and health, North Calloway
Elementary student Emily Anderson go a chance to model an anatomy
moron for her daimon.

Rfth grade students In Janay lIcKee's class at East Calloway Elementary use newspapers and cooperative learning groups to apply real-life
uses of estimation.

While studying the French Revolution, students in Linda Devoss Honors English I class at Calloway County High School construct models
of guillotines. Pictured (from left) are Tom Moore, Matt Yezerski, Amy
Travis and Glenn Timmons.

tow.

Murray Elementary P2 students-In Marylin Dill's class attend a Mr. Wizard show sponsored by the school's PTO. TrIstaln helped the students
learn about iron In cereal.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratise staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the stafT of
the Ledger St Times. Space allocated for each school district Is determined by the
approximate ratio of students In each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (7534363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Ala
Steve Ross, a storyteller with the Spinners fron the Boy Scouts of
America National Museum, performs a dramatic interpretation of Edgar
Allan Poe's "The imp of the Preverse" to Kris Fazi's English III classes
at Calloway County High School. The interpretation was part of a unmit
on romanticism.
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ROOM TO GROW
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Michael O'Bryan demonstrates a Stop-Drop—Roll to his friends in SherIda Gentry and Brenda Scarbrough's class at the Calloway County Preschool Center. The demonstration was part of a unit on fire safety.
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From my family to yours, were
wishing you all a healthy and
happy holiday season.

World Is

Give the Gift of Sight...
Gift Certificates Available
Don't forget to check your list Mee! op
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1 .., Eyehealth Exam for Grandpa
../ Glasses for Grandma
./ Contacts for Aunt Susie
./ Sunglasses for Uncle John

Playground

308 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071
759-2500

1205 B Center Drive 753-65M
Hours: 730 arn.--5:20 prn.
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Lucchesi-Overbey vows said

1

Announcement has been made of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
Mark William Overbey.
The vows were said on Sunday. Nov. 10, 1996, in Coronado, Calif.
The bride is the former Cathi Crain Lucchesi, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Crain of Cordova, Tenn. The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Donald Overbey of Murray.
The couple is residing at Memphis, Tenn.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Carl Bradley
Short is born

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
'North 12th Street

Lance Bradley and Amy
Louise (Burns) Short of Murray
arc the parents of a son, Carl
Bradley Short, born on Saturday.
Nov. 16, 1996, at 4:35 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
21 inches.
Grandparents arc *Patricia and
Michael Frynkewici, and Lance
Lodgan and Cindy Short, all of
Freedom, Pa.; Prudence and Jack
Pirtle of Grand Rivers; and Rue
and Virginia Burns of Smithland.
A great-grandmother is Mrs. Gail
_Morse of Freedom, Pa.

Murray

For the Love of

Next to Arby's

Barbie

You're Invited

Holiday
Open House
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Special program featuring the Music
Department and Calloway County
High School Choir.

•••

—Refreshments Served—

I
.

Need Line has listed items needed for the pantry list to fill food
sacks for clients and also items needed for the Christmas food baskets. Pantry items needed include cereal, canned fruit, and powdered milk. Items needed for the Christmas food baskets include
frosting, yams, stuffing, pineapple, green beans and peas. A total of
212 families signed up for Christmas food baskets on the assigned
dates, but since then 29 families have come in and requested to be

placed on the waiting list. The Christmas food baskets will be distributed Dec. 19 and 20. Any individuals, churches, Sunday School
classes, or organizations wishing to donate items may bring them to
the Need Line office on the bottom floor of Weaks Center on Wednesday, Nov. 27, or Monday through Friday of the coming week
from 10 a.m.to 4 p.m. The office will be closed on Thursday and
Friday for Thanksgiving. Kathie Gentry, executive director, said the
food drives by local groups have been wonderful, but some items are
still needed.

Courthouse *offices will be closed
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gibson

Local couple observing
their 60th anniversary

Murray Tourism Commission
needs Visitor's Guide's items

Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street Sunday, December 1st
2:00 p.m.

•

•••:,

- Need Line needs food items

Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gibson of Mayfield are celebrating their
60th wedding anniversary today, Tuesday, Nov. 26.
No reception is planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson were married as part of a double wedding
ceremony with Linda Crittenden Watson and the late Clayton Watson
on Nov. 26, 1936, by the Rev. J.H. Maddox in the parsonage at Metropolis, Ill.
Their attendants were the late Mr. and Mrs. Dick Burgle of
Mayfield.
Mrs. Gibson, the former Ruth Frances Turnbow, is the daughter of
the late Isaac P. Turnbow and Lois Osborn Turnbow of Browns
Grove.
Mr. Gibson is the son of the late Hugh Gibson and Iva Lee Albritton Gibson of Mayfield.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Gibson are retired from Merit Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Their two daughters are Mrs. Helen Marie Jones and husband, R.C.,
Murray, and Mrs. Carolyn Yvonne Cornett, Newburgh, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson have four grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.

Show & Sale
:Saturday, Nov. 30
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Calloway Public Library

•••••

to BUY A

4*6
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Actually, it's
better to give
and receive.

With the holiday season approaching quickly, the new year
is right around the corner; and for
the Murray Tourism Commission
that means producing the annual
Visitor's Guide to Murray.
The Visitor's Guide is the
main tourism profuction for the
city of Murray and Calloway
County.
With over 65,000 copies
printed, the Visitor's Guide is
distributed all through the western end of Kentucky and also
mailed to prospective tourists and
people who are considering relocating to the Murray/Calloway
County area.
Included in this versatile guide
is information about points of interest in the area, a calendar of
events for the year, and advertisements for local attractions and
businesses.
Production of the Visitor's
Guide is now underway. The
tourism commission is now accepting information for any non-

profit, open-to-the-public event to
include in the calendar of events.
The calendar runs from March
through December.
For information about advertising in the Visitor's Guide, contact Al Andrews of Printing Services and Supplies at 753-5397.
To list an event in the calendar
of events, contact Kasey, Andy or
Judy at the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199, or mail
complete information about the
evenL along with the name of the
contact person and phone number
to Murray Tourism Commission,
P.O. -Box 190, Murray, KY
42071.

The best value In Satellite TV.

PRIMEStR*
Trion may vwy.

r

Order PRIMESTAR
now and when you sign
up for MultiChannel
HBO, Cinemax or
STARZ! and the Encore
Multiplex, youll get the
first month tree.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
ttor

1230 State RI. 121 N
753-2900 • 489 2870

Mr. and M?

Garnt

Two Murray ci
They were mi
Mrs. Gamer, ti
late Loman Gar
Their nieces al
Coleman Jr. of
Mrs. Parker, th
late O.P. Parker
They are the p
one great-grandc
The Garners

Offices of Calloway County Courthouse will be closed on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 28 and 29, in observance of the Thanksgiving
holidays. Deputies will be on duty, officials said.

PAPC Singles will meet tonight
Purchase Area Positive Christian Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at Purchase Area Development District Conference
Roiom, Housman and Medical Drive, Mayfield. "Moving Forward"
will be the theme of the program with speakers being Bill and
JoBeth Ticknor, counselors from Murray. All singles are invited. For
more information call Lucy Tipton, 1-502-251-9621.

Open house at Hazel Nov. 30
Hazel Antique Dealers Association Will have its annual open
house on Saturday, Nov. 30, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Groups arc
needed to provide singing and entertainment on the sidewaks during
the open hours. Any peron or group who would like to entertain call
Jeff Harris at 492-8164.

Community service on Wednesday
The annual Community-wide Thanksgiving service, sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association; will be Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West
Main St., Murray. The Rev. David Montgomery, co-pastor of First
Presbyterian Churck will be the speaker. Special music will be presented by the New Life Christian Center. The public is urged to attend this special service, according to the Rev. Mike Rumble, president of the association.

Community service at West Fork

Tuesday, I
Murray Lions C
p.m./Murray Woman
Math Curriculum
Southwest SBDh
p.m./school.
Alatt•Imer's Dis
Group/4:30 p.m./boa!
Info/762-1108 or 75
Ladies' Night Ou
Country Club. Reser
Singles Organizi
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleasc
Catholic Church. I
489-2046.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knigh
building.
Murray TOPS Clu
meeting/7 p.m/Fli
Church. Info/759-991
Hardin Tops Chap
Library.
First Presbyterian
tional Dance/7 p.m.
First Christian
rehearsal/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anoi
meeting/8 p.m./Amei
Murray. Info/753-81:

West Fork Baptist Church will host a traditional Thankgiving service with its sister churches, Coldwater, Kirksey, Owens Chapel, and
Spring Creek on Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 6:30 p.m. This year's service will be the 19th annual meeting which has been held at one of
the participating churches on a rotating basic. The speaker will be
the Rev. Richard Edmiston, pastor atf West Fork. Each church provides special music. A fellowship supper will follow the service.

Christian Science plans service
Thanksgiving Day services are held in Christian Science churches

throughout the world. The local Christian Science Church at 1634

Main St., Murray, will have its service at 10:30 a.m. on Thursday,
Nov. 28. The service will be based on the message from Psalms,

"Oh that men would praise The Lord for His goodness, and for His
wonderful works to the children of men!" Time will be given for
Christian Scientists to share testimonies of gratitude for God for healings and blessings. Child care will be provided.

Ladies' bridge on Wednesday
Ladies day bridge will be Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club. Crystal Parks will be bridge hostpss.

Extended Schools at Southwest changed
There will be no Extended Schools After School Programs at
Southwest Elementary School on Tuesday, Nov. 26, and Wednesday,
Nov. 27, because of the Thanksgiving holidays. Teamwork sessions
have also been cancelled for these days.

PAAMI will not meet Thursday

not
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will
floor,
ground
Hospital
Lourdes
Room,
Oval
meet this month at the
Paducah, because of the Thanksgiving holiday. PAAMI is a support/
and
advocacy group for persons with a neuro-biological disorder
call
transportation
or
information
For
friends.
and
their families
Phyllis Dale Gibbs at 435-4138.

A one percent shortage of a
particular food will cause a four
percent increase in price.

Retired teachers will meet Monday

•

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Dec. 2, at Seven Seas Restaurant for its noon Christmas buffet.
The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will present a program of music. Vanda Gibson will give a brief
update on retired teacher insurance. CCRTA President Virgil Harris
urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Give your family 11130, Cinemax,
or STARZ! and the Encore Multiplex,
and receive the first month free_
With PRIM TAM, you can give your family
up to 95 channels in digital picture and sound.
And you don't have to buy the dish. Because
PRIMESTAR is a service, there's no equipment
to buy. And it starts at about a dollar a day.*
So give them PRIMESTAR, and have the most
wonderful holiday ever.

JO'S DATEBOOK

ALL now holding fundraiser
The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb are again selling shelled pecans for the holiday season. They have both the pieces and halves in
one pound package prized at $6 per package. The pecans arc the
1996 crop shipped directly from Camilla, Ga. For orders contact Janie Parker at 753-9354; Wendy Parker at 753-2400; or Marsha Dale
at 753-4874. The pecan sales are part of ALL's fall fundraising that
goes toward scholarships for local students attending Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn.

"1"*.-4441r-jAIV
ONE GALLON HOLIDAY TINS
Filled With
Caramel Corn
or
4 Lbs. of Popping Corn

;°

•

6irt. 611oppc

Is pleased to have Dottie Muffink, bride-elect
of Charles gfiter, join our 'bridal registry.

ENGLISH FAR,MSTm

JCRwiney

•11146 J.C. Penney0

SPECIALTY FOODS

•

S. 1216 • Rel-Air Cotter • Murray • 753-5679
2817 Lone Oak Rd. • Paducah • 5340546

Arcadia & 10th • Murray • 753-0921
• Holiday Hours:
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pcppermill'
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Mason Tylar
Duke is born
Damon Wesley Duke and
Amanda Ordiway of 514 Ory
Rd.. Murray, are the parents of a
son. Mason Tylar Duke, born on
Saturday, Nov. 16, 1996. at 7:58
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 14 ounces and measured
22 inches.
Grandparents are Eldon and
Carol Ordiway of Murray, Max
and Natalie Hill of Lynn Grove,
and Richard Duke of Hazel.
Great-grandparents are Delbert
and Linda Newsome of Coldwater and Richard and Sarah Duke
of Hazel. A great-greatgrandfather is Dewey Bazzell of
Coldwater.

Mr. and Mrs. Hafton Garner

7

We can provide Inform- ,
don and coverage for your '

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
"Jscr Remain
Lieseend in KY & TN
7154033., 753.0373
4111 S 1814 St • Surly

We'll always be there for you.
Shafts Inisana,Cot Kum 011oa. Columbia MO

Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker

Garners and Parkers observing anniversaries
Two Murray couples, Mr. and Mrs. Hafton Gamer and Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker, will celebrate 50 years of marriage on Thursday, Nov. 28.
They were married in a double wedding by the Rev. W.B. Cone at his home on Nov. 28, 1946.
Mrs. Gamer, the former Mary Alice Coleman, is the daughter of late Oury Coleman and Myrta Strader Coleman. Mr. Garner is the son of the
late Loman Garner and Edna Sills Garner.
Their nieces are Sharon Kelso of Murray and Pam Logue of Benton. Their nephews are Barry Bybee and Buddy Bybee of Murray and Pat
Coleman Jr. of Columbia, Tenn. They have six great-nephews and four great-neices as well as one great-great-nephew.
Mrs. Parker, the former Laura Elizabeth Farley. is the daughter of the late Wilson Farley and Eva Lawson Farley. Mr. Parker is the son of the
late O.P. Parker and Ida Houston Parker.
They are the parents of three daughters, Tonda Thomas, Teri Bryant, and Robin Rigsby, all of Murray. They have seven grandchildren and
one great-grandchild.
The Garners and the Parkers will share a traditional anniversary dinner, and their families will host private celebrations.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

CALENDAR
Tuesday, Nov. 26
Murray Lions Club meeting/6
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
Math Curriculum Committee of
Southwest SBDM Council/5:30
p.m./school.
Alzh•im•r's Disease Support
GrOup/4:30 p.m./board room of MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.'
Ladles' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club. Reservations/753-61 13.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
489-2046.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky *34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church. Info/759-9964.
Nordin Tops Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Ubrsuy.
First Presbyterian Church International Dance/7 p.m.
First Christian Church choir
rehearsal/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.

Tuesday, Nov. 26
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Intercessory
Prayer/6 p.m.; THANKS service/6:30
p.m./Fellowship Hall; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m
MSU Women's Volleyball team hosts
UT-Martin/7 p.m./Cutchin Fieldhouse.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
.MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.ro,
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a m-7:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 27
Annual Community Thanksgiving
service/7 p.m./St. John's Episcopal
Church, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association.
West Fork Baptist Church hosts community Thanksgiving service/6:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church Thanksgiving eve service/7 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

'Quality Lawn & Landscape Servitvs"

LEAP EDINA& SOMME

Wednesday, Nov. 27
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
MurraT Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Halal Dente/open-10 a.m.-2-p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/810
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult Religious Education/6:30 p.m.
Westsid• Baptist Church service/7
p.m./cancelled.
University Church • Of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ service at Weaks Center/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 27
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayei service/7 p.m.
Aeadin9 Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Chnstian Science Church.
Elm Grove., Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Chtirth
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Call Today for Your
Free Estimate

LEARN MORE ABOUT

UNIVERSAL LIFE
INSURANCE
David L. Hudspeth
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-1820

Woodmen
of the World
Life Insurance Societ‘
tionit- (mu., Omaha Nebtask.s

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27TH ONLY!

•

OPEN WEDNESDAY, NOV. 27
10 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.

e INS J.C. Penney Company,inc.

JCPenne

044-16
Additional 10% savings applies to selected merchandise only and excludes tatalog orders, Value Right items.
Special Buys, closeouts, clearance merchandise and items but() every day in muttipies of two or more.
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No Thanksgiving Misgivings
Nutt, Racer players prepared for holiday shuffle

STEVE PARKER/Ledger S

Times photo
Racer head coach Houston Nutt, right, takes the
microphone from interim athletic director Dr. Jim Frank at Sunda
y's "Playoff Pairings
Party."

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Attention Murray State students. As you prepare to travel
home for the Thanksgiving holiday, Racer football coach Houston Nutt would like just 10 seconds of your time:
"You go home and be with
momma and grandmomma Tuesday night, Wednesday night,
Thursday night, all day Friday
and then come back to Murray,
Kentucky and sec us play."
Actually, Nutt is trying to persuade more than just thousands of
MSU students to attend Saturday's first-round NCAA Division
1-AA playoff game against West-

ern Illinois.
"It's a good football team that
deserves havin,g somebody come
watch them," the fourth-year
coach said at Monday's media
luncheon. "The tough thing, that I
understand, is Thanksgiving."
thanksgiving to the Nutt family used to mean finding enough
space back home in Little Rock,
Ark., to accomodate the four sons
of Houston Nutt, Sr. and their
large families.
Now, the late-November holiday means football and the oldest
son is finding that it was easier
making plans for a family of six
than a family of 65.
When the Racers made their

first playoff appearance in nine
years in 1995, Nutt admits he
was not familiar with the firstround game, and mainly the
Thanksgiving dilemma.
"1 didn't know what to expect
last year," he said. "I'll never
forget Tuesday afternoon, we
were .getting ready to walk out
for practice and every car on
campus, everywhere we looked
on campus, young people were
packing their bags. And my guys
were looking at me like, 'Why
aren't we packing our bags? It's
Thanksgiving.'
"Being the only ones on campus was hard. Most of them probably were eating their first

Thanksgiving meal away from
mommy and daddy. Now, they
know what to expect. I just feel
like they'll be much, much more
ready to handle the different
atmosphere."
For the 60 or so players who'll
stay in Murray in preparation for
Western Illinois, they'll find their
schedules much more mapped out
this time around.
"We practiced thc same last
year, but we lost them as soon as
they saw the students leaving,"
Nutt said. "We didn't have anything very prepared, like the
Thanksgiving meal. We had pco-

College football
experiences mass
coaching exodus
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
_
Long before the season started,
as the final pieces of Murray
State coach Mark Gottfried's
highly acclaimed recruiting class
were put in place, the Racer
coach had this to say about Aaron
Page:
"He might be the sleeper of the
bunch."
So far this season, the 6-foot-5
freshman guard from Austin,
Texas hasn't had time to sleep.
Playing 24 minutes off the
bench Monday night in Racer
Arena, Page contributed 13
points, two rebounds and three
assists. His 12 first-half points
sparked the Racers in an 85-75
win over Indiana Urtiversity
Purdue University-Indianapolis.
"1 thought I'd have chance to
contribute, but I didn't think I'd
play this many minutes, not like I
played tonight," said Page, Austin's player of the year last season. "I thought I'd play 18-20

The Associated Press
The changing of the guard among college
football coaches has turned into a deluge.
Johnny Majors resigned at Pittsburgh. So
did Dan Henning at Boston College and Jerry
Pettibone at Oregon State. Maryland's Mark
Duffner and SMU's Tom Rossley were fired.
They join Bill Mallory, who was fired from
Indiana, on Oct. 31; Lou Holtz, who quit at
Notre Dame, and Jim Collett°, who is out at
Purdue.
Other coaches leaving are Gene Stallings
(Alabama), John Bobo (Arkansas State, Jim
Sweeney (Fresno State), Bill Curry (Kentucky), Jim Hess (New Mexico State), John
Ralston (San Jose State), Buddy Teevens (Tulane) and Al Molde (Western Michigan).
With two weeks left in the regular season,
20 of Ill Division I-A coaches have either
resigned, retired or been fired.,
Some schools have already lined up
replacements.
Today, Cam Cameron, an assistant with the
Washington Redskins, will be named the new
coach at Indiana, while Joe Tiller, who resigned at Wyoming last week, will be at
Purdue.
In I-AA, Glenn McNeely was fired at Idaho
State.

Junior Deteri Mayes (51) tossed in
19 points as Murray State topped
IUPUI 85-75 Monday night at Racer
Arena.

IUPUI (1-1)
Broom 2-5 0-0 5, Dreid 1-2 2-2 4, Rom 7-20 1-3
16, Minbum 5-13 4-10 IS. Dickey 0-2 0-0 0. Coops(
24 3-3 7. Miami 3-6 1-1 7, Thomas 3-8 2-2 9. Lacey 0-0 0-0 0. Duncan 1-1 0-0 3. CtIck 2 4 0-06 Totale 26-67 10-23 75
MURRAY STATE (24)
Dahl 2-2 1-3 6. Dawson 1-2 0-0 3. Townsend 3-4
54 12. Martin 0-0 0-0 0, Stoty 0-1 0-20, Hasellon
0-1 0-00. Page 44 3-4 13, Rainey 10-19 7-11 27,
Hanes 1-2 0-0 3. Turns, 1-3 0-0 2. Mersa 7-14 24
19 Totals 2956 19-32 115.
HaMhete—Muntre St 44.
31 3-poInt goals1191e 4-15 (Brown 1-3 Reese 1-7, IMnbum 0-1,
Cooper 0-1, Thomas 1-5. Curtain 1-11. Murray St
6-111 (Dawson 1-2, Townsend 1-3. Slay 0-1. Page
2-4. Roney 0-1, Hants 1-2, Mayes 3-5) Fouled Out—
Comet Retounds—IUPUI 40(Reese 10) Allergy Si
37 (Dahl, Raitr, 7) Asasts—IUPUI 9 (Rees* 4),
Murray St 25 ownmind 8) Total loule—IUPUI 28.
Murray St 73 schnicat—Ramey, Cooper A-1,679

luPui

minutes per game."
Page, who was an economical
4-of-6 from the floor and 3-of-4
from the line, has yet to commit a
turnover in his college career.
"Aaron came off the bench and
sparked us," Gottfried said of
Page, one of two freshmen on his
roster. "He played really well tonight. He's showing a lot of poise
so far."
Murray State improved to 2-0
with the win, a victory which was
more lopsided than the final
10-point margin indicated.
"We'll take it," said Gottfried.
"We played pretty good until the
111 See Page 9

Steelers stop Marino's charge

By STEVEN WINE
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI (AP) — With time
running out, Dan Marino seemed
to have the Pittsburgh Steelers
right where he wanted them —
with their backs against the goal
line.
But when Marino's fourth down pass sailed long, his comeback bid fell short and Pittsburgh
denied the Miami Dolphins with
a dramatic 24-17 victory Monday
night.
"It's very difficult," Marino
said, "because I felt we should
have won."
The Steelers (9-3), who rallied
from an I I-point first-half deficit, increased their lead to three
games over second-place Houston
in the KFC Central. The Dolphins

Steelers win 24-17
(6-6) fell a game behind San
Diego in their bid for a wild-card
slot.
Because Miami lost, AFC West
leader Denver (11 -1) became the
first team to clinch a postscason
berth.
Miami scored only one touchdown against the Steelers' defense, while Pittsburgh's Jerome
Bettis ran for 119 yards and Mike
Tomczak passed for 252. With
the game on the line, Tomczak
hit one more pass than Marino —
a 20-yard touchdown toss to Ernie Mills that broke a 17-17 tic
with 2:10 to go.
"When we scored," Tomczak

said. "1 told (teammate) Will
Wolford, 'Marino's got too much
time.' He said, 'Who cares?"
Pittsburgh's lead hardly
seemed daunting to the Dolphins,
even with no timcouts remaining,
because Marino has rallied them
to victory from a fourth-quarter
deficit 32 times.
"I've seen it a million times
when I wasn't with the Dolphins
— Dan Marino taking the team
down the field in the last two minutes," Miami receiver Fred Barnett said.
"Nothing is safe when he has
the ball at the end of the game,"
Steclers coach Bill Cowhcr said.

Starting from the Miami
23-yard line, Marino threw completions of 6 and 10 yards, then
hit Randal Hill for 45 to the Pittsburgh 16 with 1:20 to go.
__lit thought we were going to
tic it up, Miami coach Jimmy
Johnson said.
Marino completed an 8-yard
pass to the 8, threw an incompletion and then hit Bernie Parmelee, who was stopped for a 1-yard
gain by Dcon Figures.
That made it fourth-and-1 at
the 7 with 31 seconds left.
Johnson discussed the situation
with his staff. Rather than run for
the first down, he opted for a
pass from a four -receiver
formation.
"I wasn't surprised that they

ing the Bulls in the game until
they finally sprang to life in the
fourth quarter, as Chicago
downed the determined Los
Angeles Clippers 88-84 Monday
night.
"Michael stole the show," Los
Angeles coach Bill Fitch said.
"He's everything they say he is
and he lives up to it every night.

This certainly didn't hurt his movie, and now I'll go see it."
Jordan and Scottie Pippcn took
over early in the fourth quarter
after the Clippers had led almost
all the way.
"Some of the guys, even myself, couldn't make any shots
early," Jordan said. "I found my
rhythm before anybody else

found theirs, and they fed off me
for awhile until we got ourselves
back into position to win the
game.
"It was just one of those
games where I had to take over
offensively a little bit."
Jordan scored eight and Pippen
had seven during a 17-4 run in
the first six minutes of the last
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Miami quarterback Don Marino's comeback bid was
Pittsburgh Stealers in the final seconds of Monday's

Jordan-led Bulls hold off stubborn Clippers 88-84

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — So
the Chicago Bulls had lost their
starting center, couldn't get much
scoring alai anybody, and were
coming off their first loss.
So what? They still had Michael Jordan.
Jordan scored 40 points, keep-
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quarter to put the Bulls on top
81-70.
Chicago, trailing 66-64 to start
the period, tied it on a Jordan
jumper 20 seconds into the quarter. Dennis Rodman then scored
his only points of the game, on a
fast break, to give the Bulls their
first lead.
Stanley Roberts came off the

bench to lead the Clippers with
15 points, and Loy Vaught had
14 points and 13 rebounds.
Rodman had 14 rebounds for
the Bulls and Pippen had 11 rebounds to go with 15 points.
Chicago was without starting
center Luc Longley, who separ-
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BRIEFS
Murray Middle drops pair at Benton
Murray Middle School's girls and boys basketball squads lost both games
of a doublshsadsr at Benton Monday night, with the girls falling 39-25 and the
boys dropping a 35-21 decision.
In the girls game. Whitney Alexander led Murray with 12 points and nine
rebounds while Deland& Olive added nine points and Ashley Hood and Amy
Richerson contributed two each.
For the boys. Eric Viliellor paced the Tigers with live points white Richard
Fogie had tour, Darrell Foster and Garrett McCutcheon added three each and
Kwen Trice, John Duncan and Drew Henry tossed in two apiece
Murray's next action is Dec. 9. when it hosts North Marshall

CCMS girls fall to North Marshall
BENTON — Calloway County's middle school girls dropped a 47-34 decision at North Marshall Monday night
Jena Thomas led the Lady Lakers (1-1) with 12 points while Whitney Ragsdale added 11 and Misty Bogard contributed seven.
In a previously unreported game from Nov. 14, Calloway defeated Fulton
County 50-25 in its season opener
Calloway hosts South Marshall Monday.

Cowboys' Lett may be suspended again
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Leon Lett might be in trouble again for substance
abuse, although the Dallas Cowboys defensive tackle could finish the season
The Fort Worth Star-Telegram reported that Left, suspended for four
games last season, has been suspended for a year and is appealing If that's
true, league sources said, Lett still could finish the season while his appeal is
being considered and, if he loses, miss the 1997 season.

Jane Rogers Ins.

"The final whistle Saturday
will be my final whistle as the
football coach at the University
of Pittsburgh," said Majors.
At College Park, Md., the
43-year-old Milner finished his
five years at Maryland with a
20-35 record, including 5-6 this
season. Duffner, however, could
be a candidate to replace Yale's
Cairn Cozza, who retired after 32
years of coaching the Elis.
At Dallas, Rossley, hired to revive a program ruined by the
NCAA's death penalty, was dismissed after his sixth straight losing season. The Mustangs were
5-6 in their first year in the
WAC.
Also Monday, Baylor athletic
director Tom Stanton said former
Colorado coach Bill McCartney
turned down an offer to replace
Chuck Reedy, who was fired on
Sunday.
At Bloomington, Ind., Cameron, 35, has spent three seasons
as the Redskins quarterbacks
coach. lie played football and basketball at Indiana.

Since the NCAA went to I-A
and !-AA schools in 1978, the record for most coaching changes
in a season is 27 in 1980, when
there were 139 schools in 1-A.
At Chestnut Hill, Mass., Henning resigned two days after
another losing season, this one
rocked by a gambling scandal.
"This has been a difficult
year," said Henning, 16-19-1 in
his three seasons at BC. "There
have been a number of distractions that have hurt the focus and
clouded the overall issue."
On Nov. 6, 13 players were
suspended for gambling. Two bet
against Boston College in the
Syracuse game, and Henning said
they would never return to the
team. The Eagles finished 5-7.
At Pittsburgh, the 61-year-old
Majors leaves after Saturday's
game against Rutgers. In his second stint with the Panthers, Majors is 11-32 in four seasons.
Majors will take a new job at
Pitt as special assistant to the
chancellor and athletic director.

"See me kx all your tinily initande deeds •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(nest to Century 21)
Il••• I •••••

7534527
Like a good neighbor
Stater Farm as there.
Mato Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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MI Racers...

FROM PAGE 8
final three minutes when we
started turning the ball over. Part
of that is inexperience.
"It could have been a different
score, but they (IUPUI) came in
and played hard."
Senior Vincent Rainey led the
Racers in scoring with 27 on
Monday night. 'The 6-4 senior
scored 17 in the second half as
the Racers built as much as a
22-point lead.
Rainey, averaging 22 points
per game, was 10.ifor-19 from the
floor with seven rebounds.
"I feel pretty good as far as the
team is concerned," said Rainey,
"but I'm not too happy with my
individual game, as far as knowing what to do and where to go
on the floor."
Rainey said he's used the first
two games, plus the pair of exhibition games, to get used to
four new starters, including three
who weren't on the roster a year
ago.
"I knew where everybody was
going to be last year...! knew .all
of Marcus'(Brown) moves," Rainey said.
Murray State . again showed
good scoring balance, which was
unfamiliar to last year's team.
In addition to Raincy's 27 and
Page's 13, Deteri Mayes dropped
in 19 and Chad Townsend fin-

one under our belt I think it could
really help us."
Also, Murray State players
plc going everywhere and that's
won't peek into the stands to see
my fault."
the size of the crowd this SaturThis year, only the players livday, which was a .detractor last
ing within 60 miles will be alseason.
lowed to leave the deserted island
"We just got through coming
of the MSU campus.
off of Eastern Kentucky, a
Turkey and dressing won't he
packed house, and we were exthe only difference. Last season, pecting the same thing. We were
the Racers had their 11-game
expecting another 16,000 people
winning streak snapped by Northand when they came out and
ern Iowa in the first round game
there were 6,0(X) fans," the coach
at Stewart Stadium.
said. "There were some heads
"Last year, we were excited
hanging and they were like,
about (the playoffs) but it seemed 'Coach, where is everybody? It's
like after Eastern Kentucky we
playoff time.' That took away
just didn't have that same drive
from concentration_ a little bit
like we had winning the trophy," early on.
he said of the OVC clinching win
"Right now, they'll play in
over the Colonels. "This year, it . front of two. They'll play in front
seems like we can't wait till the of my kids."
playoffs. We're focusing on it,
And, thankfully, the Nutt kids
we're talking about it."
will be in Murray this ThanksgivAlso, Nutt said the fourthing and riot Little Rock.
seeded Racers may have taken
16th-seed Northern Iowa lightly.
Now, he says, the team understands that they're in a tournament with no byes or cakewalks.
"We're one of the 16 teams
left in the country. Why not Murray State? It's a different feeling," Nutt explained. "You feel
like they understand after going
through it last year.
"Just get the first one. It's
never been done here...it's never
been done. Our players know that
and if we could just get that first
FROM PAGE 8

ished. with 12 points and a teamhigh eight assists.
"We need to have balanced
scoring," said Gottfried. "When
we executed the offense and
shared the ball we got good looks
at the basket."
MSU bolted out to a 19-9 lead
with 13:36 to play. Page drilled
two 3-pointers in a two-minute
span and his layup with 6:02 to
play in the half put MSU up by
18, 36-18.
Hitting 7-of-13 from threepoint range, the Racers led 44-31
at halftime.
Murray State built the lead to
22 early in the second half With
several fastbreak points off of
steals. Raincy's two free throws
with 1:39 left pushed the lead to
83-63. IUPUI pressed the Racer
reserves to climb back into the
game.
Racer center Dennis Dahl had
a team-high tying seven rebounds
and six points. Guard Darren
Dawson played just three minutes
because of foul trouble, scoring
three points on 1-of-2 shooting
from 3-point.
Murray State's next action will
come on Dec. 2 when they travel
to Middle Tennessee for an early
Ohio Valley Conference game.
"That could prove to be a critical game," said Gottfried. "We're
anxious to get down there and
play it."

Allnihrop $0. Vs Iresenorn 56
WoNord
Tuscutuen 96
INOWEST
Cleveland St 71. Akron 63
Creigloon 70. Mo -Kansas dry 65
lanes 92. Delaware Si 51
lAchigan St $3. E Tennison St 45
IS lemma 101. Aurora 74
PI lows NI. WM Oven Ray Si
SOUTHWEST
LW**, 67. Angelo Si SO
North Toms 106. Maly Hardln-Arver 73
Otal %bans 64. NE Louisiana 55
Pre** Mee $7, Faith Bove 44
SW TORSO SI 711, Tema Southern 73
Stephen F Ausin 13$, Schreiner NI
Texas Chilsaan III, Centenary 117
FAR WEST
Long Beach Si 79. Wyoming 7$
New Mango St 93. Md 1 Shore SI
Pepperdre 51 UC Sante Barbara 67
TOURNAMENTS
Moul isvitatiemii
Feet Round
Callomia 75, Iowa 59
Kansas
I.SU 53
Merachusete M. Chummed, 46
Virginia 93, South Catoana 70

threw it," Pittsburgh linebacker
Chad Brown said. "They didn't
have enough time to do anything
else."
"We felt like we could get
what we wanted," Johnson said.
"We had a shot to hit it in the
end zone or pick up the first
down."
Marino threw into the end zone
411.-

•Bulls...
FROM PAGE 8
atcd his left shoulder and a swimming accident on Sunday and
will be out for approximately
eight weeks. Bill Wennington
started in his place and finished
with six points and four
rebounds.
The Bulls were coming off a
105-100 loss Saturday at Utah after winning their first 12 games.
Jordan was impressed by the
Clippers, saying: "They just
want to make a name for themselves against us, and I respect
that. We just had to match their
intensity with our intensity."
Roberts scored 12 points in the
first half as the Clippers took a
51-45 lead at the break. Los
Angeles scored only 33 points in
the second half.
Jordan was about the only productive Chicago player in the
first two quarters, scoring 22
points by halftime. Rodman and
Ron Harper didn't score in the
first half, and Pippen had only 4
points as the Bulls made just 16
of 44 shots.
The Bulls were especially cold
at the start, with Los Angeles
outscoring them 25-18 in the
opening quarter. Chicago hit just
six of 24 -shots in the period,
while the Clippers made 11 of
20.
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YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial
Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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"MIX EnergySaved
for Miller, who had dropped a
key third-down pass earlier and
has just nine receptions all
season.
"Maybe they thought we
wouldn't account for him," Pittsburgh safety Carnell Lake said.
Miller was well covered, and
the pass was too high. The Steelers took over with 25 seconds left
and ran out the clock.
"It shouldn't have come down
to us scoring with two minutes
left," Marino said.
Miami's Joe Nedney kicked a
41-yard field goal, but he missed
from 48 yards with 8% minutes
left and the score tied. Nine penalties also hurt the Dolphins,
while Pittsburgh was penalized

just once.
"It was a frustrating loss,"
Johnson said. "We felt like we
could win, and we had plenty of
opportunities."
Tomczak, coming off his worst
game of the year a_week ago, lost
a fumble to end a Pittsburgh scoring threat. Then he threw an interception that Calvin Jackson returned 61 yards for a touchdown
to put Miami ahead 14-3.
But Tomczak finished
16-for-29 and hit completions of
34, 36 and 38 yards. And in the
clutch, he outdid Marino.
"It's very exhilarating,"
Tomczak said. "Hopefully this
will set the tone for the balance
of the season."
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Vent-Free Gas Logs
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Electric Heaters
From 1500-4800 Watts
110, 220 Fan Forced
8 Radiant - Ceramic

Pipe
Insulation
Heat Tapes
Propane Torch

Holiday
Savings

Kerosene Heaters

Pelonis
Heaters in

Heat Lamps
Complete Line of
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•

Ashley Wood
Heaters,
Wood Stoves
and Furnaces

A Motorola pager is a great gift idea,
and it's affordable too. Starting as low
as $29.95*, you'll get a quality pager,
lifetime maintenance, and FREE voice
s
mail for 30 days! This offer ends soon,
so avoid the holiday rush and get
yours today! Activation required.
Supplies are limited, upgrades available
'

Your heating headquarters since 1955.

Remember, USA Mobile is your Motorola pager headquarters. offering the
Motorola Bravo FUlnipaper, with the most advanced technology in paging

call 800-411-1872
[REF
Voice Mail
For 30 Days

USAMOBasi17
m2475 West Perk Orly.• 1/2 mile past Kentucky Oaks
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Schools compete

Great Gift for the Holidays

1997 Golf Pass

Schools in Murray and Calloway
each school based upon its enrollCounty have an opportunity to win a
ment as a percentage of total school
$2,000 worth of Golf for
$500 cash award given to the local enrollment in the county
and the
school that collects the largest numa
only $35.00
total number of telephone directober of old BellSouth Purchase Area
ries distributed in that county.
A S35 donation to the American
telephone directories for recycling.
Schools are encouraged to conThe contest begins Monday, Nov. firm their participation
Cancer Societ‘ co% ers the greens
in this direc25, and runs through Wednesday, tory recycling projec
lees at 16K courses in kentuck.
t by contacting
Dec. IS.
the BellSouth Pioneer Directory
Indiana. Ohio. Tennessee and
"Schools are encouraged to partiRecycling Coordinator at (502)
West Virginia.
cipate by allowing students to col- 444-5206.
lect the old directories from family
ti
Not only will students be helping
S2.s- Ho
members, friends, neighbors, local
their
school
but
,
they
will
also
be
(‘afts iegnoc,1 Ina not !minded
businesses and other community
helping the env ironmenL There are
organizations and bring them to
145,000 BellSouth telephone directheir school," said Dennis Roof, tories distrib
Call 1-800-ACS-2345
uted in the Purchase
BellSouth Pioneer Purchase CounArea each year. These directories
5:m ;Lin. .4:30 p.m. I
Revenue from the Higher Education Equine Trust and
cil President. "Each school will be
ElY1)
Revolving Field
arc 100% recyclable. This repcreate
d in 1992 when the Kentucky General Assembly enacted House
respon
sible
for counting the number
- Frida)
BW 450,
resents 125 tons of paper being
will soon provide construction of a new equine instructional
of directories collected and storing
facility at Murray
disposed of in the landfill each year.
State University. Marking the spout a weld groundbresid
them until the directories can be
ng ceremony
Each ton recycled saves 3.3 cubic
(from
left) Sid Easley, chairman of the MSU Board of Regents, Murray are
picked
up
on
a weekly basis."
State
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY°
yards of landfill space and sevenPresident,Kern Alexander, Representative Freed Curd,
In addition, the two schools in the
Dr. Jim Rudolph,
teen trees.
professor and coordinator of equine science at MSU,Regen
Purchase Area that collect the hight Homey France,
The BellSouth Pioneers, PurchDr. Tom Atw, dean of Murray State's college of indust
est percentage of their assigned goal
ry
and technology,
ase Area Development District, Reregent Beverly Ford,and Billy Ray Smith,commissioner of
will receive a $500 cash award.
agriculture for the
cycled
Paper Shavings, Commerstate of Kentucky.
Collection goals will be assigned to
cial Waste, Inc., City/County agencies from Calloway,Fulton,Graves,
Hickman, Marshall and McCracken
Counties and BellSouth Advertising
& Publishing Company will be
working with area schools to collect
and recycle the old Purchase Area
NEW YORK (AP) — A collec- auction Monday for nearly
telephone directories. Delivery of
tion of letters from Albert Eins- $900,000, twice as much as
a
the new directory will begin on
tein that show him as both a ten- manuscript on relativity, one of
Nov. 25.
der and cruel husband sold at the fundamental theories of the
universe.
"You will expect no affection
from me," he wrote to his first
wife, Mileva Marie, in 1914.
"You must leave my bedroom or
study at once without protesting
when 1 ask you to."
That note, sold with two others
for $20,700, was one of more
than 400 Einstein letters to family members that, with the scientific manuscript, were auctioned
by Christie's.
Jocal
Only 28 of the 116 lots offered
Out of Area
Monday were sold, for a total of
3 months
$1.28 million, including commis3 months
549"
6 months
sions of 10 percent to 15 percent.
533"
6 months
'56"
Presalc estimates valued each lot
S6600
1 year
1 year
'79"
— anywhere from one to 53 letters — at $1,500 to $35,000, for
You can come by or mail in the coupon below
a total of $2 million.
With your
The highest price, $442,500
payment or for our convenience we accept Visa
& MIC.
from
an anonymous bidder, was
Buddy Buckingham, coordinator of economic development
with the center
paid for the 53 love letters EinsWe'll even send a gift card if you wish.
for continuing education, was recognized for his support and
contributions
tein-wrote to Marie after they met
to Murray State's department of agriculture at the 34th annual
Agriculture
as
students in turn-of-the-century
Alumni Association banquet, Oct. 4 at the MSU Curris Center
. Making the
Switzerland. Scholars believe
presentation was Jerry Trimm (left), 1995-96 president;
and Dr. Tony
Maric, herself a scientist, was a
Brannon, Interim department chair. Ave Watkins of the Murray
State News
sounding board for the theory of
Bureau was also recognized with a campus support award.
relativity that established EinsI.,
have enclosed my payment of
tein's genius.
. Please send a gift subscription to:
In a short poem from 1900, the
EntIlEr="1113=.1. ...v..
21 -year-old physicist wrote,
GENERAL • MI HELIN
Name
"While thinking of his Dollie /
His pillow catches fire."
Address
w Open Saturdays Until Noon a‘il
utint e
i
But in the 1914 letter, written
City
when
his wife and children were
moo
r
(
doiN,
State
Zip
about
to join him in Berlin, he
Phone
Gift card yes
stipulated: "A. You will sec to it
no
(1) that my clothes and linen are
East Main • 753-5606
Local
(-4
kept in order,(2) that I am served
0
Out of Area
si8(x)
three
regular meals a day in my
3 months
FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH
3 months
room.
--- Z1Z3=
B. Xou will renounce all
.0.13062:2:MMEEM31105=Ci
-533.0
6 months
aner- 146 months
personal relations with me, exs56s"
ZIT
year
s79,x,
s6U'
l year
cept when these are required to
keep up social appearanccs.7
Mail or bring to: Murray Ledger & Times
Einstein divorced Marie in
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD
P.O. Box 1040
1919 and married his cousin and
No Application Fee
mistress, Elsa Einstein LowentVISA
Murray, KY 42071-1040
Borrow.
hal, after choosing her over her
Make payment to Murray Ledger & Times
For Only
21-year-old daughter, Einstein
$10,000
$95/mo.
expert Robert Schulmann said.
$25,000
$239/m 0.
For more information call the Circulation Dept.
_
"He loved women, but he
loved physics more," Schulmann
$40,000
$382/mo.
Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 502-753-1916
.
said. "We viewed him as an
•Offer valid only on gift subscriptions.
8 75 APR 180 months
icon. And these letters give us a
•Offer ends December 20, 1996.
Fixed Rates 800-669-8957
clay-footed Einstein."
Capital Seekers, Inc.
Einstein's most important
working manuscript from 1913
and 1914, expected to fetch
$250.000 to $350,000, went to an
anonymous American collector
for $398,500 — the third highest
IN•
price at any auction for an Einstein manuscript.
•Ar
The paper is filled with calculations and notes about the orbit
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Einstein developed the general
wr
theory of relativity, his funda43- _
mental law of the universe that
was published in 1915.
— Accredited Home Hospital Equipment In the manuscript, Einstein applies early versions of the theory
to explain anomalies in Mercury's orbit.
The collection, owned by the
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As a supplier of durable medical equipment, we help
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sts ensure 24-hour service that families and physicians can trust.
patients recover from
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illness and injury in the comfort of their homes.
We're the folks,, who provide
among his heirs.
Holland .Medical is accredited by the Joint Commission on Health
simple things like hospital beds, walkers and oxyge
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n equipment, to bring you
Accreditation, a sign of the highest standard in the health care
relief and aid your recovery.
industry.
Holland Medical: Quality medical equipment, respiratory
We also offer the latest respiratory and infusion
care, and I.V.
medications, CPAP and Bitherapy, offered with pride for those who care about their patient
and loved ones.
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Jim (Kinks) Adams

Joe W. Nolin

Jim (Kinks) Adams, 60, Mayfield. died Monday. Nov. 25, 1996, at
1:48 p.m. at Columbia PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
An Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a native of the
Coldwater community in Calloway County. Born June 22, 1936. in
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Hill Adams and Vivian
Edwards Adams. One brother, Hal Adams, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter. Amanda Jean Adams, Mayfield;
two sons, Rodney Adams and wife, Tina. Hazel, and Steven Adams
and wife, Evelyn, The Colony, Texas; three sisters, Mrs. Emma Rushing and husband, Franklin, Murray, Mrs. Anna Flood, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Betty Blackburn and husband, Greg, Springfield, Tenn.; four
brothers, Dwain Adams and wife, Linda, Benton, Hugh Adams and
wife, Arlene, Murray, Johnny Adams and wife, Georgia, Paducah, and
Bobby Adams and wife, Kathy, Kirksey; three grandchildren, Dustin,
Dillon, and Krim Adams.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham and the Rev. Billy
Turner will officiate. Burial will follow in North Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Oral Eugene Westernman

Joe W. Nolin, 61, Haven Road, Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 25,
1996, at 7 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran, he was a member of S. First Street Baptist
Church, Mayfield, and of Laborers International Union Local 01214,
Paducah.
Preceding him in death were one son, Joseph Brad Nolin, and his
father, Jack Nofin.
Survivors include one daughter, Jana Nolin, and one son, Chad Nolin, Mayfield; his mother, Mrs. Nona Simpson Nolin, Sedalia; four
sisters, Mrs. Jolly Downs, Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs. Bonnie Kalama,
Columbus, Ga., Mrs. Jackie Snow, Sedalia, and Mrs. Loretta Logsdon,
Mayfield; two brothers, John Nolin, Murray, and Bob Nolin, Sedalia.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. David Key and the Rey. Cary Puckett
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dr. George Pickens, Tony Seavers, Jacob Scavers, Jerry McClain, and Jerry Snow. Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Beulah I. Mathis

B.C. McNeely
B.C. McNeely, 78, Marion, fadier of Mrs. Kathy Hodge of Murray,
died Monday, Nov. 25, 1996, at 5:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired letter carrier and World War II veteran, he was a member
of First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, American Legion, and
Bigham Lodge #256 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth McNeely; one daughter,
Mrs. Kathy Hodge and husband, Bud, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
• Rowena Pearl Bodenhamer, Unionville, Mo., Mrs. Virginia Lee Rice,
California, Mo., and Mrs. Sylvia Jean Buck, Independence, Mo.; two
brothers, Wilbur Cook McNeely, Kansas City, Mo., and James Marcus
McNeely, Homeland, Calif.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary N. Neff,
Corbin.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Gilbert
Funeral Home, Marion. The Rev. Jack Ferguson will officiate. Burial
will follow in Mapleview Cemetery, Marion.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Agape Fund, do First
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 235 W. Bellville, Marion, KY, or
the American Cancer Society.

Benny Bohannon
Services for Benny Bohannon were Monday at 10 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Benton. The Rev. Don Wilson, the Rev. William J. Sullivan, and Dr. William Dodson officiated. Burial was in Benton
Cemetery.
Masonic rites were conducted Sunday at 7 p.m. at Collier Funeral
Home, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
American Cancer Society of the Gideons.
Mr. Bohannon, 51, of 2515 Oak Level Rd., Benton, died Friday,
Nov. 22, 1996, at 9:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Darlene Ready Bohannon; two
sons, Bent' Bohannon and Russ Bohannon, Benton; his mother, Mrs.
Enice Bohannon, and one sister, Mrs. Barbara Thorpe, Benton; one
niece, Susan Graves, Paducah; one nephew, Billy Thorpe, Benton.

Mrs. Beulah I. Mathis, 89, Benton, died Monday, Nov. 25, 1996, at
4:30 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of Trinity Cumberland Presbyterian Church and
of the Order of the Eastern Star.
Her husband, Eura A. Mathis, and three sisters preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late E. Adair and Bertic Gordon
Adair.
Survivors include two sons, J.W. Mathis, Benton, and Joe L.
Mathis, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Dessie Bollen and Mrs. Este! Townsend, and two brothers, Henry H. Watkins and Robert Earl Watkins,
all of Paducahy; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; five
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Charles Westfall and the Rev. Bert
Owen Jr. will officiate. Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Services for Oral Eugene Westernman will be Wednesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Fuqua-Hinton Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. Burial will follow in La Fayette Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Westerman, 76, of La Fayette died Sunday, Nov. 24, 1996, at
his home. His death followed an extended illness.
Local survivors include a brother, Louie Westerman and wife, Bernice, Murray, and several cousins in Calloway County.

Hester Lynn Archer Jr.
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Billy Pat Scarbrough, 58, Westerville, Ohio, formerly of Hazel,
died Saturday, Nov. 23, 1996.
The family will receive friends at Hill Funeral Home, 220 S. State
St., Westerville, tonight (Tuesday) from 6 to 8 p.m.
No funeral service will be conducted.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Friendship Village of
Columbus Scholarship Fund, 5800 Forest Hills Blvd., Columbus, OH
43231, or a favorite charity.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Linda Paschall Scarbrough; two
daughters, Ms. Sheree Scarbrough, Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs. Cindy
Ross and husband, Michael, Westerville, Ohio; one son, Brett Scarbrough, Columbus; his mother, Mrs. Mildred Scarbrough, Hazel; four
sisters, Mrs. Sue Craig, Hazel, and Mrs. Glenda Hughes, Mrs. Judy
Hamilton, and Mrs. Kathy Ferris, all of Murray; one brother, Joe Scarbrough, Orlando, Fla.

4,

Graveside services for Hester Lynn Archer Jr. were Monday at 11
a.m. at Memphis Memory Gardens, Memphis, Tenn., with Memphis
Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be in the form of
donations to Highland Heights Presbyterian Church, Cordova, TN.
Mr. Archer Jr., 68, Memphis, Tenn., died Saturday. Nov. 23. 19%.
at noon at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy P. Archer; two daughters,
Mrs. Carol A. Lovell, Memphis, and Mrs. Janet A. Odom, Meriden.
Conn.; two sisters, Mrs. Corinne A. Williams, Memphis, and Mrs
Edith Garrison, Murray; four grandchildren.

Billy Pat Scarbrough
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ALL RIGHT ALREADY,so a US Savings Bond isn't the most
thin•,
in the world GOOD FOR YOU! After all do you really want your ,hvestmeri:s
to be thrilling? Breathtaking' NO WAY Wouldn't you rather
have an investment that's guaranteed to grow? Sure you would
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Roy Clayton Edwards
Funeral and burial services for Roy Clayton Edwards will held in
Louisville on Wednesday.
Mr. Edwards, 80, Louisville, died Sunday, Nov. 24, 1996, at a hospital at Louisville.
Survivors include one son, Larry Lee Edwards and wife, Jean,
Louisville; one niece, Mrs. Alice Faye Lord, Gillet, Ariz.; one nephew, Shcrill Hicks, Murray; three local cousins, Mrs. Magielene
Wrathcr Belcher, Almo, Mrs. Lelia Hughes Hall, Murray, and Roy
Edison Hughes, Hazel; three grandchildren.

Federal-State Market News Sof vice Nee. 26, 1496
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Lecheries 2
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3311.1141-611.611
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Toy E. Edwards
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The funeral for Toy E. Edwards will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray The Rev. Charles Walker
will officiate. Burial will follow in Hayes Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Mr. Edwards, 68, Magness Road, Benton, died Saturday, Nov. 23,
1996, at 10:25 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gracie Peeler Edwards; one
daughter, Deborah Edwards, Benton; one son, Toy Edwards Jr. and
wife, Debbie, Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Nadine Schroeder and
husband, Sammy, Dexter; one grandson, Matthew Jay Edwards, and
two stepgrandchildren, Joseph Hodge and Catherine Hodge, all of
Nashville.
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Services for Mrs. Katherine K. Evans will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. Dr. Willis Henson and the
Rewv. Larry VanHook will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt. Kenton
Cemetery.
Mrs. Evans, 84, Paducah, died Sunday, Nov. 25, 1996, at 3:35 a.m.
at Parkvicw Convalescent Center, Paducah.
Survivors include one stepdaughter, Mrs. Peggy Evans Herndon,
Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Virginia Pogue, Murray, Mrs. Ruth Calhoun, Foley, Ala., and Mrs. Rebecca Morgan, Mayfield; five stepgrandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren; several nieces and
nephews.

Bearl Darnell
Funeral rites for Bearl Darnell were Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Weldon Thomas
and James Hahn officiated. Singing was by singers from West Murray
Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were Bear! Malcolm Darnell, Nolan Lax, Pat Adams,
Johnnie Adams, Charles Hoke and Jackie Hoke, active; Dwayne
Adams, Hugh David Adams, Tommy Hoke and Robert 0. Miller, honorary. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Darnell, 91, Ryan Avenue, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 23,
1996, at 3:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Survivors include one son, Dalton B. Darnell and wife, Marcia
Brown Darnell, and one grandson, Bear! Malcolm Darnell, Union
City, Tenn.; six sisters-in-law, Mrs. Lucille Darnell, Mayfield, Mrs.
Anna Faye Hoke and husband, Carl, Mrs. Treys Block, and Mrs. Ola
Adams, all of Murray, Mrs. Fannie Adams, Gainesville, Fla., and Mrs.
Mildred Adams, Sikeston, Mo.
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Tender, slow cooked all white Natural Breast of Turkey • Ham with Apple Raisin Glaze
• Cornbread Dressing • Giblet Gravy • Candied Yams • Mashed Potatoes • Corn • Green Beans
• Cranberry Sauce • Yeast Rolls
All-You-Care-7b-kat Soup, Salad & Fruit Bar
And a Slice of Pumpkin Pie with Whipped Topping
Child's Plate (6 to 12) $3.49 • Children Under 5 FREE
Breakfast Bar served until 11.00 a.m. Thanksgiving Day
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Served on Thanksgiving Day beginning at 11.00 a.m.
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"I Recommend
HomeCare Services
For My Patients."
I h. Chirk IIn

171,

Vi

Internal Medicine Specialist
VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brand.,

Ward Elkin
753-1713

W

hen my patients ask me where they can find a home
healthcare service with the experience and
expertise they expect, I recommend they choose HomeCare

ALTERATIONS, Ru
See & Sew. 753-6981

Services of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Thousands of residents in Calloway and Marshall Counties
have made HomeCare Services their choice. With HomeCare
Semites, patients find they receive superior care, family-like
compassion from experienced medical professionals,and a wide
variety of in home are including:•Skilled Nursing Care•Private Duty
Nursing •IIonieCare Aide•Homemaker and Respite Care •Repiratory
Care •Physical Thl.rapy •Speech Therapy •Nutrition Counseling •Medical
,s'acial Serrh'1, s_Pharnia(i'.rerrice.

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
Bet/tin,r_of

Amw"wimk
HOME CARE
SERVICES

_207 Ash.titryet .• Ilenton,IV. 42025.•(502)527-.2325 • 1-800-455-2316
903 Poplar Street • Murray, Ky. 42071 •(502) 762-1537 •' 1-800-822-1840

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

Missy Miley, a senior at Calloway County High School, has bean
named as a Student of the Week. Her special Interests Include FBLA,
BETA and the National Science Honor Society. Ainley was nominated
by teacher Jennifer Stubblefield for her hard, diligent work and 100 percent effort on all assignments.

ENJOY a massage anc
hove pain release stn
relax mind and body
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Hand washing studied

19% MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Dr. Joann Niffenegger, a 1982
graduate of Murray State University, has completed research regarding the advantages of hand washing.
Niffenegger, assistant professor
of early child development at
Purdue University Calumet, used
data from her 1994-95 study to
determine that hand washing is the
right thing for youngsters to do
because it keeps them healthy.
The study, conducted during the
traditional cold and flu season
months of January through March,
revealed that there were fewer colds
within a test group of 3-to-5-year.*
olds using proper and frequent hand
washing techniques at Purdue Calumet's Riley Child Center than
there were within a control group of
similarly aged youngsters.
"We learned that it takes a while
to change behavior," Niffenegger
said. "Eventually chilaren understand the importance of hand washing and become very involved in
doing it properly with the help ofthe
adults around them."
Niffenegger's project, for which
she received a Purdue Research
Foundation grant, involved teaching youngsters, with the help of the

Medicare supplemerr
insurance is now
standanthd in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A dedustibl
you. Or your
insurance,
must pay has b4.1.11

incrcased to S736 ir
1996.
For MOM 111101r1114lIol
call:

Mr:CONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
7534199
ur nationwide
I -900455-4199
14th u of

FREE Pregnancy Tf
Utehouse 753-0700

Feature Of The

DR. JOANN NIFFENEGGER
teachers at the Purdue Calumet
center, about germs, hove' they linger and how to get rid of them.
Niffenegger, a Hammond, Ind.,
resident, is a native of Pittsburgh.
She received a bachelor's degree
from the University of Rio Grande,
a master's degree from Murray
State, and a doctorate from Southern Illinois University.
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See & Sew 753-6981
ENJOY a massage and relieve pain release stress
relax mind and body Call
Dave or Tern at Massage
To You. 7 days, 10a-10P
753-3801
Housecalls
Available'

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medi,Arc
HISULII1CC IS Ill /••

standeriztJ in 10
plans and v•e % rite
all 10.
Ilie p.in A dcdu•lible
yOU, of your
insurance.
must pay hi'. been
Inc reased to S7 VI in
19%
I-or more inforniatiori
I: aft

NIcC()NNELL
INSURANCE
A(;EN('1'

HOUSE of Clothes now
open Mon Sat 9 to 5 Sun I
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 CO Buys mons,
women. children Jeans.
sweaters, sweat shirts.
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753 6981
060
Heti;
Wanted
ATLAS Transmission has
opening for manager trainee Excellent opportunity
for the right person, good
benefits Apply in person or
call 759 5000 ask for Paul
Safes experience is
necessary
a ATLAS Transmission is
now looking for experienced automotive mechanic Apply in person or
call 759 5000 ask for Paul
CHILD CARE WORKERS
NEEDED full-time,parttime,and substitutes Mini
mum requirements 18yrs
old high school graduate,
must be available to work
6 30am 5 30pm at least 3
daysAvk Early childhood
education and experience
preferred Call Tonya at
PLAY Academy, 762-0090

sir nation
I -800-455-41199
141.I• rar 01

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
to
$50 K/yr
20K
1 800 38 7186 X 486

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753 0700

HELP wanted
Apply at
Dutch
Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753-2334

753-4199

Feature Of The Week
4 Drawer Chest $45
5 Drawer Chest $55
Large Armoires
Starting At $189

Layaway Now for
Christmas!

PURDOM
Furniture&Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872

INTERNATIONAL
EXCHANGE/ STUDENT
COORDINATOR Bring
global education to your
community Promote cultural exchange for high
school students from 45
countries Work with students host parents,
schools and your commun
ay leaders Promote, or
ganize, supervise and
make a difference' Compensation and exciting
travel incentives Contact
Glenda 1 800-859 7759

PART time temporary sales
merchandiser for 2 days
per wee in Murray area
Send resume to David
Vaupal P0 Box 396,
Equality IL 62934
POSTAL JOBS Permanent, full time. $13,1r with
government benefits. Apply
today for clerk/ carrier Application info Call
219-791-1191 ext P-23
SKILLED MECHANIC
ASE certified preferred but
not required Send resume
to PO Box 1040 C, Murray
KY 42071

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

CLOCKS Sessions mantel
cloak adamentine original
kitchen Alaron. German
annrversary 759 1322
GAS heaters, unvented
12,000 btu $162 99
18.000 btu $178 99 28,000
btu $18900 Wallin Hard
ware downtown Paris on
the square
GO carts and mini bikes by
Manco Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd
753 2925

LITTLE Tykes (limo toys,
511 silk Christmas tree, cof
TURN crafts into cash' fee maker, king size bed
Consignment business spread Call 753 2929 at
looking for crafters For ter 5pm
more information contact
NEW 65 carat marquise
Anita, 753 8296
diamond solitaire ring
WANTED waitresses & Never been worn $1,100
dancers at Foxy Lady in 437-4432
Parts Please call Jeri or
bed $75
Charlie 901-644-0301 or RED metal bunk
Trombone, $100
901-644 0107
489 2308
070
Domestic
& Chikican
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759 9553
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie
436 5914
HOME cleaning reliable
reasonable rates
901 247 5929
IN home liscensed day care
has opening for 2yrs old to
school age 489-2050
WILLING to babysa in my
Kirksey home Monday Friday Call 489-2997
100
&panes*
Opportunity

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
WELL house heaters 450
watt, thermostat controlled
heat. $1899 Wallin Hard
ware, downtown Paris on
the square
160

Home
Furnishings
4PC bedroom set, mattress
& box springs included, like
new & couch with reclining
ends Call 753 2145
COUNTRY blue co
(makes bed), r
diner, $2
nsets,
4017, after
ave message
170

Make $1,000 a day from
your home with an ad like
this Call (330)505 0266
24hrs, ext 107 "
120
Computers

Vacuum
Clsanws
RAINBOW Vacuums New
used rebuilt repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502 759 2454
200

COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.
LID

Ward
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys old
or new 753-718.5
CASH paid for good?,used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Sports
Equipment
BHB Firearms has moved
to town. 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

"GUARANTEED"
SUPER SALE
* Residential Carpet

55' per sq. foot

* Commercial Carpet
From

31° per sq. foot

* Selected "Trustmark"
Carpet
Starts
At Only

78c per sq. foot

Best Prices
Largest Stock
Best Service

TWO LOCATIONS
Hwy. 641
ml.
South of Hazel, Ky.
or 14 ml. North of
Parts, Tn,

Across from
Governor's Mall,
Behind Wendy's ...
127 Terminal Rd.
Clarksville

OPEN
visa
ALL DAY
master card SATURDAY

naneing
Arranged

7PC Powerboat drum se
with seat red Complete
$350 Will store until Christ
mas Call 7538623. after
4ani

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

Musical
DRUM set,5pc plus Zildpan
cymbols bright red Great
for Christmas
Call
759-1087

2•10

753-3853
DON'T WEIGHT to make
your New Year's RESOLUTION' Lose weight now &
keep it offl Call by December 31st & receive a 15%
discount 1 800-310 3914

COMMERCIAL building or
storage warehouse.
33'X51 with 10X10 overhead door Now open' For
more into call Rogers Enterprises. 753 5140

260

T.V.
Radio
II
ECHOSTAR
SATELUTE- Systems now
available Call & find out
what the competitor doesn't
want you to know' Dish
network standard system.
$19900 when you subscribe for 1 year to
Americas top 50 & 40 cd's
for $300, total of $499 Call
your independent rep
resentitrves for more into at
436-2976 or 436-2777

55 GALLON fish aquarium
with all accessories & 2
door wood stand
436-2794

1BR apartment, 505 Vine,
gas heat 492-8225
1BR new apartment available now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished in
ducting w/d, $325/mo No
pets Coleman RE
753-9898

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x70, GAS furnace
needs minor repairs,
$2,000 767-9241

1 OR 2br apts near downCLOSE out on many used town Murray 753-4109
mobile homes Large (2) 2BR duplexs, stove, reselection to chose from
frigerator, w/d hook-up,
Dinkins Mobile Homes. storage Puryear, nice
Hwy 79 E, Paris, TN
area $380/mo and
1-800-642 4891
$400/mo plus deposit of
No
pets
DOUBLEWIDE house $350
trailer 3br with walk-in (901)782-3495
closets Huge Irving room 8 2BR nice duplex central
fireplace House roofing & h/a, appliances furnished
siding, central hia Must be Coleman RE 753-9898
moved 753 9274
AVAILABLE IMMEDI
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath ATELY 1.2 & 3BR apartmobile home, set-up in ments Mur-Cal ApartFour Star Mobile Home ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Park. in Hazel, KY Call Murray, KY 759-4984
1 800-642-4891
Equal
Housing
LARGE selection of new Opportunity
homes, many at close out BRAND new, 2br, 14 bath
pincesu Buy now and Save townhouse, appliances
big bucks!' Dinkins Mobile plus vial furnished, $500
Homes Hwy 79 E. Paris
per month lyr lease, 1mo
TN 1 800 642 4891
deposit No pets Call
MUST sell' Older mobile 753-2905 or 753-7536
home on 2 lots with lake
view Pirates Cove at
Hardin, KY
Call
1-800 642-4891
280
*MN
Roams For Rent

4 NW Tenn

af

Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install.
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. 18" Echostar satellite system wil yr
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A S3(X)value)only $499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no
down payment!

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Appliances plus wid furnished Central gas h/a
3mos old. Lease plus deposit. No pets $575/mo
753-3119

Livestock
$5—es
TWO AOHA granddaugh
tors of World champion sire
Barpasser Solid black
coming 2yr old will go West
ern or English Coming 3yr
old sorrell with blaze face
has lots of muscle Both
have professional training
and are good haulers Their
championship bloodlines
are a good mixture of per
formance, pleasure, run
ning and cowhorse Call
767-1351 days or
435-4289 evenings and
weekends If no answer,
please leave message

2FT long Green Iguana
needs good home w/
spacious cage Lizard is in
good health whardy appe
Me $50 firm 762 0256
AKC German Shepherd,
black tan adult female Excellent guard dog $75,
382-2485
aAKC eserman Shepherd
puppies black/ tan & savor
Shots & wormed
382-2485
mix
DACHSHUND
puppies very Dachshund
looking Call 753 6619
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

Rooms
For Real
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, al
utilities furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

lUg19Puck
Rd Rental and Sales

2BR, I bath, in Pirate's
Cove 437 4180
28R, 2 bath central hie
appliances furnished Also
2 3br duplex Coleman RE
753 9898

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910

COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit
10-15 session!489 2116

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
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t'ARPET &

FLOOR COVERING

Doing it right the first time costs,
lees then doing it over.
Forst Quality carpat, hardwood, the & vinyl

STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
'Pr Klight &gat & installation tom roam Rd k4'"
"
WE

Jay Knight

Hwy 641 - 1'a Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

...1,

-"

I ,• •

.f
•.

1i14lU KY

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray On The
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
E-L Terms

Free Delivery

753-4566

Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc. has
an immediate opening for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers with a least 2 years
experience. Work is primarily over the road;
steady; home each week. You will earn
excellent wages and a full benefits package
incuding major medical, vision, dental, prescription,retirement program and much more.
For further details, call 753-1156. Must pass
DOT physical examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPAL
The Paducah Area Technology Center operated by
the Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky
'Tech West Region is seeking a dynamic team
leader with hands-on expertise in communications,
L.ornputers, budget management and administration. Duties and responsibilities include supervision and operation of the center which serves
secondary and post-secondary students.
Must hold one of the following:
I.1) KY Dept. of Education Voc/Tech School
Certificate in Administration, supervision and
coordination supplemented by 3 years of experience working with vocational education programs.
Graduate study will substitute for the required
experience on a year-for-year basis.
(2)KY Dept. of Education Vocational Principal's
Certificate
(3) KY Dept. of Education Secondary Principal's
Certificate
(4) KY Statement of Eligibility For Vocational
School Principal supplemented by 2 years of
experience working with vocational education
programs.(Graduate study in vocational education
will substitute for one year of the required
experience.)
Minimum entry level salary is $30,923 with
additional salary based on degree and years of
appropriate work experience.
For those interested in a challenging career, call
502-824-7546 or write KY Tech West, 100 School
Avenue, Madisonville, KY 42431 for an employment application. Applications must be received
by close of business 12-06-96. Resumes alone are
not acceptable.
• "An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D"
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4BR. 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
iced
759-4703 or
753-7688
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FOR sale 2 duplexs on
adioining lots Built this
year Brick 2br, 2 bath with
garage, all appliances Ex
tra nice 753 3119

Howes
For Rent

4BR 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
hroplac,e $90's Coleman
RE 753 9898

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVER

370

110

HALEY'S

ACREAGE 1A to 275A
Coldwater area owner fi
nancing 502 759 4713.

LARGE tobacco barn to
sale or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave mycsage

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
lease No pets 753-2905 or
753-7536

Serting Henry & Surrounding Counties Since 1989.

Farms
For Sale

For Sale
Or Leese

NICE, dean 2br No pets
641 South 492-8634

CHILDS truck bed eel
mattress. $100 753-8778

•4

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753 2905 or
753-7536

NEW large 2br, 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook ups
low utilities Near Aurora on
Hwy 68 $425/mo Call
474-2774 or 354-8824

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077

450

BY Owner Hwy 121 South,
1800S0 ft 3br, 2 bath on 2000 sq ft, 5 3 acres in
45 acres in Almo Must 90s For appointment call
sk.,11 $65 000 759 2310
436-2832

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouse's on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 628 older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

Yews

IC

3600S0 ft brick home. new
carpet and paint upstairs
which includes 3br. 2 bath,
den formal living & dining
w/gas fireplace Downstairs
includes 2br, 1 bath
kitchen w,c1 hookup and
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley
Ph after 5pm 759 9736

3 HUGE corner lots in Pre
ston Heights 500 feet from
city limas All underground
city utilities 753 2339

Now Going On At

EXTRA nice 2br duplex
gas heat, appliances, deck
1815 Ridgewood. lease
No pets $425/mo
753-7457

492-8488

Lots
For Si.

SMALL house 7 miles East
of Murray Call Linzy
Beane 436-2582

Mobilo
Homo Lots For Root

Mobile Home Parts & Service

2YR old home 4 miles hom
town 3br. 2 full baths 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753 4761

FOR sale or lease 3br .2
bath. brick near university,
central hi/a, fenced back
yard, outbuilding
759 9246

ON KY Lake 2br furnished
available December 1st
$300/mo Deposit & refer
ences 436 5459

EXTRA large & extra nice
2br duplex 2 full baths & 2
'4 baths, all appliances
RENT to Own, 2br in Rivi- furnished No step enera, 1265, central gas trances, all doors 3' wide,
heat. Coleman RE, covered carport & 20'X30'
storage building in the rear
753-9898
References required. No
pets 753-3018

- 24" Avg Height $305
Complete Material

2 STORY waterfront on Ky
Lake in Panorama Shores
Walkout basement, 4br, 4
baths 2 kitchens 2 dining
rooms 2 Irving rooms, 2 car
garage Vinyl & brick.
$150000 502 436 5674

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thaiking of selling
contact one of our c.ourte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 Of stop
by office at 711 Main St

BUY LAND' 106 wooded
acres also 3 acres good
location near Ky Lake &
New Concord Easy terms
753 9302

LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Mar
tin Heights. single family
subdivision, $700 fro
753-5344

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

h ACRE lot, $75/mo
753-6012

How
For Salo

4BR Ir, kitchen, central
heat & air, closed in breeze
way, garage & bath with a
possible shower, on quiet
Street near the university
Ideal for family or 4 college
students Call 759 1070 or
753 8565

FULLY furnished 2br brick
wicarport, 2 full bedroom
sets, living room set w'
coffee table, end tables &
lamps 2 Living room
chairs 25 inch console
color N. dinette set, stove,
ref, microwave, Wid, brand
new airc. Apprx 2 tiioclss
from MSU, $465 mo, abso
lutely no pets 753 1970 6
Months lease, available
mid Dec

COME see all the changes
that are taking place here at
Hilldale We now have 2br
apts available, central h/a,
lots of closet space, carpeting. appliances furnished,
added security, handicap
accessible Stop by our office to fill out an application
or call 437-4113 for directions. Office hours, MonFri, 7.30-3.30 Equal Housing Opportunity TDDS
1-800-545-1833 ext 287

FOUR STAR

BOOKS. $6/dz, Puzzels "/,
price' Sega S-NES, CD's.
tapes movies Buy 3, Get 1
Freel Booktrader, opposite
Penneys, Mayfield
251 3233

CHRISTMAS gifts Beautiful executive desk, solid
black walnut, 3hX6ft. plus
desk top accessories
S1.250 firm! 436-5959

3BR, no pets 753 3300

Arrtals

White, Grey, Tan & Beige

ASHLEY wood stove for
sale, $150 436-5907 after
5pm
ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS' Barbies,
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories- Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40 $85 Barbie
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition.
$30-$45 759-0152 after
5pm

3BR appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
1310 Sycamore Lease &
deposit required No pees
753 0932, 753 5898

120

FALL SALE — FALL SALE

* Sortong W

2 OR 3br house, gas heat,
$395/mo & deposit
492 8225

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621

LIFETIME WARRANTY
1 4x 70

2BR in Hazel, deposit &
lease required 492 8526
after 7pm

FOR rent 3 bay garage on
map. highway Natural gas
heating, office, water turn
ished Working floor lift with
new compressor $450mo
759 5096 or 759 9046

(Skirting)

1996 HOLIDAY Barbie
$100 Call 489-6085, after
6pm

2BR gas heat, $325/mo
Lease & references re
quired 753 9826

•

* UNDERPINNING *
1987 BUCCANEER
14X70, 2br, 2 bath
489 2308

28R 5 miles West of Mur
ray Deposit required
753 4010

New Buildings
All Sizes Available

2BR 171 bath, 12x65,
allfreshly painted
SKI MACHINE Call after 6, paper
es
759-9839
e
Pets.
deposit Call
210
4
6
Firewood

28R 2 bath house 1504
Belmont St $500 mo
753 4879 after 5pm

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

trade

GUNS, buy, sell
436 5650

1 45FT box semi trailer & 1
40ft Call 753-7342 or
759-1777

From

Houses
For Rem
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lor

510

Ilsevises
Oilseed

Swans
gland

•

1991 MERCURY Tracer
4dr, $3.700 obo 753 0393

CHERRY Corner area repo
house & lot 3br 1 bath
$600 down No closing
cost 1 800 944 3751 tor
Jeff
HOLIDAY Speaal price re
dud 15 000 on new 3br.
2 bath house Excellent
location For further infor
matron call 753 3903 after
4pm

lid•wr Hann or
ii•muctols

1992 Grand Sport Buick
Regal loaded extra sharp
753 8666 or 753 6433
1992 PONTIAC Sunbird
LE. 2dr gray with red pin
Striping Super clean great
car 65.XXX miles
753 5968 days 435 4377
nights

HOUSE tor saie or
3br, 2 bath. dine
utility/ Leen
garage
yaro

1995 DODGE Neon High
liner, 5sp, white. 2dr,
39.)00t miles(mosey highway miles), at, amilm cassette. $9.000 or make an
offer! 436-6026, leave
message

LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage. city utilities.
gas heat, in quiet neighborhood
Upper $30's
492 8680

1995 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GTS, 5sp, turbo, loaded,
only 22,XXX miles,
$17,400 753-5096

LOCATED at 1321 Olive
Blvd very near MSU This
•
unique 3br. 14 bath home
Uses
features new central tea
unit, new plumbing, wiring, 1987 PLYMOUTH Voya
roof & driveway Fenced in ger, cruise, am/fm cas
backyard Screened in front sone. wc. new fires. 146xxx
porch, hardwood floors, Mies, good cot-id $2800
fireplace & large out build- 489 2510
ing Asking $125,000 Call
1989 FORD Mini Van 1
753-1890 or 767-0301, at
owner, red w/gray interior
ter 6pm ,
A+ condition, air, cruise,
NEW, 2 story, 4tx. 21. am/fm, $1000 below book
baths Open foyer, col
retail, $4 300 753 4141 or
umns. tile floors, etc. etc
753-8702
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759 2571 435 4013, 1993 DODGE Caravan SE.
loaded, exceptionally
435-4040
clean 436 2669 after 5pm
NEW home FOR SALE
1602 . Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod,
3br, 2 baths, dining room,
open floor plan Double
1981 JEEP CJ-7, new tires
garage. quality & beauty
locally owned 492 8615
Call 753-0090
NICE 3br home on extra big
lot Great location to Murray
Middle School & hospital
Priced low $60's Call
753 5020
•

V

OPEN DAILY from
800 2 00 new hoUse on
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell
Estates. or call 753 3903
for appointment

1989 DODGE Ram pickup 1977 Ford Maverick
436-2976
1989 FORD F-150 XLT
Lariat. 302, a/c, p/b, p/I,
p/w, cruise..brited windows,
$7200 obo 753-8371
1990 CHEVY Silverado,
white 767 9857

1990 GMC Stepside, bur
gundy wiburgundy interVERY comfort minded
Established area with pre- ior, loaded, 15 aluminum
stige 41.)Ft/ 25 BA two wheels, 74xxx SHARP!
$9500 753 4264 after
story • First owner care
country kitchen, tile floors, SPal
pool with deck wooded 1990 SILVERADO. 58,000
lot easy care landscap
miles, great condition. lwb
ing Call Century 21 Loretta 753-9558
,
Jobs Realtors 753 1492
1992 DODGE Dakota, V6,
Ask for Tina
5sp, mint condition
42,XXX miles $8.300 firm
753-6068
1997 HARLEY Davidson
Sportster, extras, $9,000
759 9732 or 753 9257, ask
for Mike

1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles,
$16,900 obo. Call
759-5661 after 5pm

490

Used
Cars
1982 AMC Eagle. new tires
& brakes $900 obo
436 5787

1995 GMC pickup, ex
tended cab, leather seats.
loaded, 16,8XX miles
753-8856 -

1983 CUTLASS V 8. L47
tops air conditioning, p'w.
pi 753 6063 call anytime

510
CamPore

1985 CHEVROLET Cole
bray, 94xxx miles. $1500
firm Call 753 7455
1988 PONTIAC Trans Am
GTA, white with tan interior.
power, 350 TPI, 59,XXX
miles $7.500 437 4432
1991 DODGE Dynasty, like
new See at 1808 College
Farm Rd or call 753 8507

-1 • •••
'

21FT Check Mate. 2001'ip
Mercury Great condition,
must sell 767 9231

-7•-•

lakesizite,.Condos & Cottage
iiii,mess Traveler 1:ales

$39-$59 per

night

Firerilaces
Satellite

(

502-436-2767
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•
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•
'...0:441.datbara...datwabiaififtlaadk.
Viet4kly

- A Wonderful Address

-

on Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location

for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESI1GF"

753-5628

Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spray
ing. hedge trimming land
%caving mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
sured, Full line of equipment. Free estimates The
Lamb
136-5741,
1400-516-5262.

EMERGENCY WATER
REMOVAL LEE'S CARCLEANING.
PET
753-5827.
C. & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492-8680
or 759 5613

HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it all
Licensed, Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne
474 8621

A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & junk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436 5791

Are your
flat-roofs
a problem?

ALL around hauling, itink
clean up, cleaning out
sheds/ gutters Leaf mulching, tree work Free estimates Joe 436 2867

\DrAn

IOW

COUNTRY CHEVROLET

Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 1100-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-74841153 Open 24 Hours
sr) l4

I'

Irt r11

Don't fuss...
Call Us!...

Appliance Repair Service
& Maintenance
Ph. 502-767-9552 • Ex. 502-767-9284
C. VanBuren

28 Yrs. Experience
Factory Trained Technician Serving City 8 County

We specialize
In rubber
roofing!

Give us a call.-

BACKHOE SERVICE

B & R Roofing

Rgt Nrsditt Construction
Laser Lading
C.ortillsd Septic Installs,
&tattoo Truckkig

492-8884
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, tree estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

ALLEN CONSTRUCTION
building & remodeling No
iob too small Phone
753-4873

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269.

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
small. ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting 436-5950

Masonry
Goners!'
Complete Foundations

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vinyl Siding, Decks.
Remodeling

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
APPLIANCE REPAIRS,. 25 years. All new equipFactorytrained by 3 major' ment cleans deep, dries
manufacturers All work fast. Free Estimates.
Discount On All Roofing
and parts warranted Ask 753-5627.
Not. thru Feb.
for Andy at The Appliance LICENSED for
electric and
Works, 753 2455
gas 435-4358
APPLIANCE REPAIR
HEY!!!
MACHINING, moldmaking
Kenmore, Westinghouse, & casting services availOWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
Whirlpool 30. years ex- able JIRAK CASTIN
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN
Gperience
BOBBY 753-4554.
This incentive is for buildings to be erected
HOPPER, 436 5848
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Licensed & InCali
_BA4411-5E Service ROY sured Local and Out of
_ Bus: 502-753-0834
Fax: 502-753-0816
State
Moving.
Phone-HILL Septic system drive
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.
ways hauling foundations, 767-9630
etc 759 4664
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255.
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic•tank PLUMBING Repair.
All
installation, repair, replace
Buildings'
types plumbing repair.
ment 759 1515
Reasonable rates,
BACKHOE -Service small 502-437-4545.
lobs, driveways, box blade, ROOFING and painting, inrottertilling snow removal
terior, exterior, etc 25yrs
753 0834 or 759 9835
experience. 10% Discount/
Contractor or Home Builders
Senior Citizens. Meowing &
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free Yard Maintenance.
estimates 753 114, 474-01Q7.
492 8584
'SEAMLESS gutters inLicensed Master Plumber
BUSHHOGING box stalled, residential or comFree Estimates
blade, front end loader, 52" mercial, Serval, Gutter Co.
New Construction - Repair 753 6433.
tiller for garden & yards
Water Heater Replacement
Landscaping, yards SHREDD
ED mulch for
mowed & weed eated
•••'
sale. WM also remove
Snow removal, free estileaves. 753-6226,
mates Call Gary 753 0912 753-4168
.
or Pop 492 8530
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
CARPET CLEANING
Removal Insured with full
Emergency water removal
line of equipment. Free esExpert furniture cleaning
timates Day or night,
Pet odor removal Free Es
753 5484
timates LEE'S 753-5827

20%

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.
Wick
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ATTENTION I

CToksey's

CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boa, RVs
and etc Excellent protec
tion high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664

Need An Air
or Water
Purifier?
Want The Best?
(502)753-7994

CLEANING yards, barns.
sheds, attics garages
Hauling Free estimates TELEPHONE JACKS
INLuke Lamb, 436 5950
STALLED, $35.00. Cable
jacks added, moved. Business telephone systems
COMPLETE residential sold and installed. Custom
construction New homes, home electronics sales
and
add-ons. garages & remod
service Murray Telephone
eling Free estimates Call and Electronics. 753-7567
.
763-7091
Prompt Reliable Service
CONSTRUCTION & THE Gutter Co Seamless
REPAIR Free estimates aluminum gutters, variety
Remodeling,fencing, deck
of colors. Licensed, inmg, plumbing & electrical sured. Estimate available.
489-2832
759-4690.
COUNTERTOPS. custom
WANTED: Odd jobs. LandHomes, trailers', offices scaping, mulching, clean
Wulff's Recovery Murray
gutters, tree removal, trim
436-5560
shrubs, hauling, leaf cleanCUSTOM BUILT wooden up, aerating, fertilizing, etc.
decks & fencing Excellent For free estimate call
workmanship Affordable 753-9048. Leave Message.
Have references.
rates 753-7860
experienced.
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microtems, 354-8161 after 4pm
waves. Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Horace Shofar
Free estimates. Visa/MC
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- accepted 753-0530.
vices. "Cleaning* vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
560
boats, brick driveways,
Roe
parking lots, all exterior
Odium
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders, • SPITZ, '4 Lab black
Insured, Completely Mo- fuzzy puppies, 7wks, 2
male, 2 female 759-9649
bile Phone 502.759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
DEER PROCESSING- You
skin them & we'll professionally custom cut, grind &
wrap for your freezer Call
?JO SAL - $ p.m,
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe.
Monday-Friday
Dixieland Center Murray
Closed
Saturday
753-MEAT

I

Classifieds I
Office Open

436-2667 I

I

tioiis!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 N 4th St. (Nest to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTIIERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

th

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4C0 SUNBURY

5394
(
0
Bohind Bunny Bread)
MURRAY75940

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4436-574116.
1-800-548-s.26.2
tree 11st-inmates LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
24 fit Service
Tree Removal
Owned
&
Operated
ed
Gutter aniining &
,,,,,„,p Remo,al
MuirJ7 Hauling
Landscaping
Fledge Trinvning
Tree Spraying

HELEN BOUGHTON photo
Present at the recent meeting of the Calloway County
Republican Party
were, from left, first row, Wade Rogars, Richard
Eckleberry, Addle
Botts, Billy Hammock, back row, Gilbert Sears, Helen Suit,
Thomas Collins, Jane Faldmiller, Homer Bullard, Gana
Wrathy and Warren
Boughton. Not pictured are Dr. Randy Keller, Ron
Bail, and Helen
Boughton.

HI

TIM IAMB
-Otialit%S r %A.

(ieanup .Cell He
9"
1 himiling f•te
1-,
Full Line of
Equipment

Miss Your Paper?

CALL 753-1916
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Calloway Republicans
hold meeting at library
The Calloway County Republican Party held its monthly meeting on Monday, Nov. II, at the
Calloway County Public Library.
Richard Eckleberry, executive
committee chairman, presided.
Prayer was given by Thomas
Collins.
Eckleberry thanked everyone
for doing an outstanding job at
the campaign headquarters and at
the polls. A discussion on the settlement of various bills was held.
Because of health and other responsibilities, Helen Boughton
gave a letter of resignation as
publicity chairman. Thomas Collins was appointed to be the new
publicity chairman.
Gilbert Sears urged members

Dr.
of Agri
partmen
State U
ing of
observe

to ask Congressman Ed Whitfield
to support Newt Gingrich as
house speaker. Members passed a
resolution of support for Mr. Gingrich with a letter to be sent to
Mr. Whitfield, Scars said.
A discussion on the need to
start preparing for the next election was held. A goal of the local
party is to find outstanding Republican candidates for the local
elections.
Members present at the local
meeting were Gene Wrattier,
Warren and Helen Boughton, Gilbert Sears, Thomas Collins, Richad Eckleberry, Adelene Betts,
Billy Hammack, Wade Rogers,
Randy Keller, Homer Bullard,
Helen Suit, and Ron Ball.
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Local WATCH receives
partnership act award
A Murray agency that provides
job training and placement for people with disabilities received 81996
Job Training Partnership Act Award
from the Cabinet for Workforce
Development •
Murray WATCH won the Outstanding Program Serving Those
with Multiple Barriers to Employment award, which was presented at
a Frankfort luncheon by the cabinet's Office of Training and
ReEmployment.
The program was cited for its
success in building relationships

with Calloway County employers
and placing clients in private-sector
jobs. The agency's success in breaking down barriers for people with
mental and physical disabilities was
also noted.
JTPA programs prepare people
for employment by providing job
training and other services. More
than 23,000 Kentuckians participated in JTPA programs last year.
For information about JTPA training in your area, call the Office of
Training and ReEmployment at
(502) 564-5360.
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Keep Murray Safe

Plumbing

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specca

•
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Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

118 5th Street - Murray, KY 42071

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations slabs sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489 2214

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing Free esti
mates References
436 5008

\

AUTO FINANCING

•so %U)%I'* leits

HAND YWORK/odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call.
759 1184.

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calle
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737

Nu %hi 0.1.1' DOW \

cliame

PARADISE RESORT
;(
4

753-2627

A brand new roof will add
value to your home, quality
Owen's Corning Shingles
,New roods, re roofs & tear
offs 100% satisfaction
guaranteed
901 644 9948

N‘.

• ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your
homer business need at
tention? Cam us for all your
electrical problems
Murray
762-0001
Cellular 519-1592

Experienced
Drywall Finishing
Texturing

OMMINID',L1=

CANTERBURY 4br 2'
bath pine floors through
out lots of extras
753-5013

•

HOROSCOPES
FOR

WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 27, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based
on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

HI H
GOING
WHERE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF' YOUR LIFE:

your keen bargaining skills to finalize an agreement. then watch the
Getting rid of outdated ideas and money roll in!
methods will help you move ahead.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Romance flourishes as 1996 draws Your faith in a loved one is restored.
to a close. Honor a financial or legal Take the helm at work if hoping
to,i
agreement without quibbling. Jobs attract the resources needed
to
open up in sales, health care and the implement a far-reaching plan.
• arts once the new year begins. Experts confirm your hunches.
Entertain clients or customers on a
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Stand
grand scale. Someone you meet firm. If friends or relatives make too
while on vacation could be destined many demands,draw the line. When
to play a major role in your life. discussing a parent-child problem
.
Make the most of a windfall or gift speak from the heart. Spell out your
that will come your way next fall.
needs so that everyone understands
CELEIMITIES BORN ON
how you feel.
THIS DAY: actress Robin Givens,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Broadway producer David Merrick. Unsettling news could confuse you:
attorney Caroline Kennedy Schloss- Seek clarification: answers will
berg. rock legend Jimi Hendrix.
come in time. Meanwhile, avoid
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): attempting a power play at work or
Refuse to let tedious chores discour- home. Trying to assert your authoriage you. Joining forces with creative ty will backfire.
colleagues will boost profits. Even
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
an amateur could have good sugges- 211: A Well-thought-out plan works
tions. Listen attentively.
great. Your loved one eases your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): mind by opening up. Limit spending
Your magnetic personality attracts on the Thanksgiving feast by sharlove and brings people together. ing the cooking.
Take a chance on a real estate
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
investment; you could win big! Your 19): Stop thinking about past failmate boosts your spirits with tender ures; dwelling on them will accomwords or romantic deeds.
plish nothing. An enthusiastic attiGEMINI (May 21 -June 20): tude proves contagious at work and
Finesse and good timing help you home. An unexpected check or
gift
handle difficult tasks. Mutual inter- is featured.
ests cement a partnership or
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
alliance. Widening your social hori- Alert action wins you the advantag
e
zons will bring fresh insights and at work. Others welcome your ideas,
new friends.
even if they are unconventional.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Accept praise or a coveted assignYour financial acumen makes an ment with a becoming modesty.
important transition possible. New
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
recognition is forthcoming. Refuse Unexpected cooperation speeds
to be pushed into making a snap progress on the job. Profits rise.
decision.
Teamwork is the name of the game!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your Show good sense this evening. If
visionary ideas area big hit with a you decide to drink at a party, ask
prominent individual. Key contacts someone to drive you home.
will help you realize a dream. Use

•

ommeni:

CAM;
HE'5
GREAT

11111111111111
MALL

44,
PEAN

SOMET
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STANDi

TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, intuitive and energetic. Responsible and considerate, these affectionate youngsters will help
around the

house without being prodded. Count on these Sagittarians to act swiftly and
effectively in times of crisis. Team players. they will be a wonderful asset to
any organization they join. They are more concerned with doing a good job
than in claiming credit for their contributions. Their advice will he sought by
the many people who respect their good judgment.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING •BACK
Tea years ago
Pictured is Murray Electric
System Lineman Kim Grogan as
he installs Christmas decorations
at Fifth and Maple Streets.
Calloway County High School
Choral Members Bethany
Thompson, Beth Garland, Brenda
Sanders, Carol Therrien, Damn
Chapman, Greg Miller and
Amanda Sims are pictured in Renaissance costumes as they rehearse for the eighth annual Madrigal dinner at CCHS on Dec. 11,
12 and 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Swift
were married 50 years Oct. 24.
Births reported include a boy
to Trudy and Greg Wyatt, a girl
to Tammy and Kevin Smith, ana
a girl to Susan and Samuel
Underwood, a boy to Cathy and
Bruce Herrin, Nov. 21.
Twenty years ago
Dr. William Payne. professor
of Agricultural Economics, Department of Agriculture, Murray
State University, spoke at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club in
observance of Farm-City Week.
Murray State University Racers
beat Western State University
Hilltoppers 16 to 16 in a football
game.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County Laker
Girls beat Ballard Bombers with
high team scorers being Rose
Ross for CCHS and Tamara Buchanan for Ballard: Calloway
Countyt Laker Boys beat Hickman County Falcons with high
team scorers being Tommy Fut-

TUESDAY

TODAY IN HISTORY

rell for CCHS and Dixon for
Hickman.
Thirty years ago
Pictured are scenes of construction work on the new shopping center on South 12th Street.
The Midodi Tnp composed of
Mike Jones, Don Oliver and
Dianne West has perlormed for
many groups and organizations in
the Western Kentucky and Tennessee area this fall.
Barletta Wrather, area extension agent, spoke about "Color in
Rainbow and You" at a meeting
of Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Calloway County High School
Laker Boys beat Lowes Blue Devils 70 to 74 in a basketball
game. High team scorers were
Ralph Sliger for CCHS and Bob
Bailey for Lowes.
Forty years ago
The second snow of the year
covered Calloway County today
with temperatures hovering around the 30 mark in the early
hours.
Calloway County Sheriff
Brigham Futrell and Deputy Gus
Gamble reported they were busy
over the weekend with arrests
made and accidents investigated.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ezy Egner, a girl to Mi.
and Mrs. Georgfe Sides, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wilkerson,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Outland.
A feature story about George
Pittman who will be 93 on Nov.
30 was published on Nov. 21

•

•

•
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 26, the 331st day of 1996. There are 35
days left in the year.
November 26, 1789 was a day of thanksgiving set aside by President Washington to observe the adoption of the Constitution of the
United States.
On this date:
In 1832, public streetcar service began in New York City. The fare:
12 1/2 cents.
In 1825, the first college social fraternity, Kappa Alpha, was
formed at Union College in Schenectady, N.Y.
In 1940, the half-million Jews of Warsaw, Poland, were forced by
the Nazis to live within a walled ghetto.
In 1942, the motion picture "Casablanca," starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman, had its world premiere at the Hollywood
Theater in New York City.
In 1942, President Roosevelt ordered nationwide gasoline rationing,
beginning December 1.
In 1949, India adopted a constitution as a republic within the British Commonwealth.
In 1950, China entered the Korean conflict, launching a counteroffensive against soldiers from the United Nations. the United States
and South Korea.
In 1965, France launched its first satellite, sending a 92-pound capsule into orbit.
In 1973, President Nixon's personal secretary, Rose Mary Woods,
told a federal court that she'd accidentally caused part of the 18 in
minute gap in a key Watergate tape.
In 1975, a federal jury in Sacramento, Calif., found Lynette
Fromme, a follower of Charles Manson, guilty of trying to assassinate
President Ford.
In 1990, Japanese business giant Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
agreed to acquire MCA Inc. for $6.6 billion.
Ten years ago: President Reagan appointed a commission headed by
former Sen. John Tower to investigate his National Security Council
staff in the wake of the Iran-Contra affair.
Five years ago: The Stars and Stripes were lowered for the last time
at Clark Air Base in the Philippines as the United States abandoned
one of its oldest and largest overseas installations, which was damaged by a volcano.
One year ago: Senior U.S. officials declared the Dayton accord treaty on Bosnia was final, rejecting demands from Bosnian Serbs that
provisions relating to the future of Sarajevo be changed.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I have never amp
this sukeet in your column -- shaking hands with patients in hospitals. There has been a lot of information to the effect that we transmit germs when we shake hands
with, hug or otherwise touch others.
When I visit patients in a hospital, I refuse to shake hands with
them. I tell them they have enough
troubles now and they do not nevd
me bringing new and different
germs to complicate their problems.
It would seem to me that hospitals would discourage the practice
of shaking hands with patients. I
would hope that the doctors would
support this policy
Thank you tor listening to me
You may use my name..
HARRY C. WILLIAMs JR •
NASHVILLE.TENN.
DEAR MR. WILLIAMS: The
doctors do support you in that
policy. I recall an infection
awareness campaign that WM:
sponsored by the Mayo Clinic
(that medical mecca in Minnesota) in which posters were
displayed throughout the hospital corridors. Upon each was
illustrated a pair of hands, and
beneath, the terse message:
"The 10 Most Commizecauses
of Infection."
As a reminder to doctors,
,nurses and employees of the
Mayo Clinic to wash their
hands frequently, other posters
were displayed bearing this
catchy message:"A milligram of
handwashing is worth a kilogram of antibiotics." Obviously,
the same goes for visitors.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DEAR ABBY: When a very- dear
relative died several years ago, she
left me a small inheritance that I
shared with my family and church_
I also bought ms closest friend a
simple. yet beautiful piece of jewelry, which I have seen her wear only
three times over the years This
makes me very sad. I would like to.
offer to buy it back from my friend. I
would wear it often and it would
mean a lot to me. as it was original •
ly purchased with my loved one's
mon('y.
Abby. is this reasonable, or do
you think it would be resented? My
friend and I are still choir. and I
wouldn't hurt her feelings for the
world.
SAI) IN THE MIDWE.
4-rf
DEAR SAD: Yes, offer to buy
it back from your friend. I cannot imagine her being resentful
or hurt; she probably would be
delighted to give it to you. But
you have nothing to lose by
offering to buy it.
• I`

1)EAR ABBY: A possible. solution
to -A Floridian" who wants his
remains to remain in Florida while
his adult children want him buried
next to their mother, his first wife:
Request cremation, and have
half the ashes buried in Florida and
t he ot her half w it h the children's
mot he
Abby, believi• it or not, where to
put the. remains can be a painful
issue.. I've got three places I "need to
Is•-allcr I'm dead (just like in life,
huh!i, HMI this is a great solution.
Also. ashes do not have to be
"eat tyre& They Call he buried, kept
on a mantel or subdivided like real
estat
St WITERED IN OREGON

BLONDIE
DEAR TRULY SCATTERED:
There's wisdom in what you
suggest. Better a half-ashed
North dealer.
cards of a suit missing four to the interment than none'at all.
North-South vulnerable.
queen, it was better to play for the
NORTH
drop of the queen rather than at4—
tempta finesse,South won the Spade
A K J 10 98 4
lead and all too hastily cashed the A• 10 7 2
K of hearts to go dow-n one, losing a
4J 73
DR. GOTT
spade trick at the end.
WEST
EAST
Declarer was extremely remiss
QJI085
+76432
when he plunged headlong into tack- By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
Q 72
V5
ling the hearts in this fashion. With
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diag
+63
4 985 4
12sure tricks in sight — two spades,
+854
4 1092
.two hearts, four diamonds and four nosed with depression, after having
SOUTH
clubs — there was no need to make had counseling and multiple medical
tests. I have a family history of
4 A K9
the crucial decision in heartssoearly
depressive illness. For about a year. 1
II 6 3
in the play. was on Prozac. What a wonder drug!
•AKQJ
Upon winning the spade lead For the first time in
my life. I was on
A K Q6
with the king,he should have played top of things and functioned so much
The bidding:
a heart to the ace-and then cashed better. But I began to gain weight. No
North East
South West
four clubs and the A-K.Q of dia- matter how little I ate. I got fat. After
4V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
monds to produce this position: •
unsuccessfully trying another anti5•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
North
depressant. I am now without any
6•
Pass
7 NT
110 K J 10 9
medicine -- and depressed again, as
Opening lead — queen of spades.
West
usual Can anything be done to pre
East
vent the weight gain with Prozac? I
4 J 10
76 4
Some hands stand or fall on one
really want to get back on it.
Q
•9
key decision, and declarer is best
DEAR READER: Prozac's manuSouth
facturer does not list weight gain as a
advised in such cases to delay that
4 A9
side effect of the medicine. However.
decision until the last possible mo6
increased appetite (because of a feel
ment. South failed to do so here
•<I
when he impetuously went down in
The lead of the jack of diamonds ing of well-being) is a common consean ice-cold grand slam.
at this point would have destroyed .. quence of Prozac therapy. Therefore,
West led the queen ofspades,and West. Whatever he discarded.South I assume that as your depression liftit was immediately apparent to de- would automatically score the rest ed. you felt better, ate more and
clarer that the outcome would hinge of the tricks. Guessing whether or became overweight.
You should discuss this problem
on how he fared in hearts.
not to finesse the heart would not
with
your psychiatrist. Clearly, your
Having learned that with nine have entered the fiCcture at all.
life would be more enjoyable with the
Tomorrow:Tug of war.
anti depressant. That's a big plus. •
Perhaps you could handle the
weight gain by following a prudent,
low calorie diet, under the supervision
CROSSWORDS
of a licensed dietitian. This option
makes more sense to me than simply
38 — —
ACROSS
throwing up your hands in frustration
standstill
and discontinuing therapy. See what
Answer to Previous Puzzle
40 Hockey's
1 Roller —
your doctor says.
Gordie
6 Inappropriate
G:1 .NiA_
DEAR DR. GOTT: Lam 57 years old
‘ArN
42 Fundamental
11 Angry
and have many older friends who are
(abbr.)
outburst
INA
E,N1.01L
T
43 Name
13 Foggy
LETHAL GL EN•N1E struggling with prostate cancer.
45 Peebles or
14 Printer's
Therefore. I was thinking of having
EL
ON I ON
Long
measure
mine removed before a problem
46 Negative
A
15 Burdensome
develops My wife claims that the
prefix
17 Teutonic
EM operation would make me impotent. Is
AG
47 Waterless
deity
MA
Ss she correct?
(hyph. wd.)
18 A Costello
AY 0
ES
49 Simon ID
20 Perfume
DEAR READER: When properly
50 Church
21 Chinese
M I M
performed, the most-common prostate
officials
pagoda
DEV I L operation (a TURP, done through the
52 Last stage of
22 Pay the kitty
0
.FR 0 E penis) should not affect potency or
a
lifetime
24 Native metal
GUAM sexual interest. There is always a risk,
(2 wds.)
25 Baseball
54 Winona —
events
E RINIS of course, that during surgery vital
55 Curved
nerves could be inadvertently dam26 Sarge's dog
11-26C 1996 United Feature Syndicate aged. leading to erectile dysfunction,
letters
28 Young urban
professional
but this is the exception. not the rule.
DOWN
of model
30 Vast ages
philosophy
Your
wife is partially correct.
banks
32 Saucy
5 Ms. Ferber
The TURP surgery will affect your
1 Inscribed
33 Over12 — Saarinen
6 Hawaiian
stone pillar
adorned
13 Arise (2 wds I ejaculation, however. In most
food fish
2 Japanese
35 Manner of
instances, men can continue to have
16 -- Calhoun
7 Negatives
robe
walking
19 Declared
8 — Manchu
orgasm, but the semen is propelled
3 Rooney ID
37 Clinton, to
21 Enrollment
9 Conceive
inward to the bladder, not outward.
4 Chinese
the U.S.
fee
10 Namesakes
More important, I doubt that you
23 Jacket§"or
could find a reputable urologist who
collars
4 ill
would be willing to perform such a
25 Talk-show
111111111111 l°
host Winfrey
procedure. Prostate cancer is relaII
27 "— — Clear
II
tively easy to diagnose (with a rectal
11
Day"
14
exam. PSA blood test and ultrasound)
29 Wooden pin
and to treat (with hormones and X-ray
31 Blemishes
IR
therapy). Therefore, it makes no
33 By mouth
•ill
ill
II
34 Kitchen
sense to undergo major surgery for
22
ending
the reason you suggest. In addition,
ill
36 Qualm
most prostate cancers grow slowly,
28
37 One who is
giving ample time for diagnosis.
inquisitive
Pl
iii
If I were you, I'd continue to enjoy
39 Actor Ray
41 Comforts
my good health, get a medical check1443 Barornetnc
up every year. and discard the notion
pressure unit
of preventive prostatectomy.
44 Perry Mason
To give you more information, I am
creator
sending you a copy, of my Health
47 The — Gees
4'
44
45
Report "The Prostate Gland." Other
48 Running
141UUU
readers who would like a copy should
back's.. 46
4c#
concerns
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
(abbr.)
51
52
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017.
51 Former NY
mayor (inits.) Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
4
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
53 Equally

A Crucial Decision

l'sA NEW HERE.
Ma OLMSTEAD
WHEN DO WE
ALWAYS LETS US
KNOW WHEN MS
GO TO
TIME FOR LUNCH
LUNCH?

WHAT WAS
THAT WAS
THAT'?
MR.SUMSTEAD

C ATH Y
WHAT CAN
I BRING
FOR THANKSGIVING,
MOM ?

OH, HEAUENS

SWEETIE I
ZUST BRING

YOURSELF'

tAND SRN& ANY NEWS
401.1 MIGHT HAVE ABOUT
DATING PROSPECTS.
„BRING PHOTOS a ANY
ROMANTIC INTERESTS.

AND BRIA&-ANY THOUGHTS.'
THE WORLD BAKES
YOU HAVE ABOUT WHEN a, ,PUMPKIN PIES, I WILL STAND
MIGHT ALL COME TOGETHER IN Mtl KITCHEN AND MAW
TO CREATE nIARRIA6E AND
TO WHIP tIP A LIFE.
GRANDCHILDREN!!

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
SHE'S WEARING A
HAT'CAUSE.SHE.
DYE:17 HER HAIR

I KNEW IT/ I KNEW
Yekil
,Go BALLISTIC!
I KNEW Ya.)0 WEIRD

PURPLE!

RIG4cT-001 I KNEW
YOU'D

AfriL,
You tire
aki-1
A -MAIM
Pt

GARFIELD
80T HE'S THE BEST I COULD
GET ON SHORT NOTICE
11'

illnamraigige
1•11.1,N1()HE
/Pal

IF WE DoNt G•6T THis

NoTARtZw2 el Fi;i,
WOzE ALLv‘ PrOVIR1

OkAy. A4 COM(C-5TRIP
AN(MAL4CilJ, p4y PAy0AM,5
AgEN'T ALL tHAT GREAT.
50 51400T ME

THE-Rt
A NoTARy

Patic
IN ti-le
1-10t6f T(

, min

tall

PI A
*may Fisk

SOMETIMES, WHEN YOU WALK
BY THE HOME OF THE GIRL
YOU LOVE, YOU CAN SEE HER

$14E WAVES AT YOU, AND
YOU WAVE SACK..

STANDING BY THE WINDOW..

III

ill
NI
ill
fil II
iii0ii 4,1

ill
la
Id
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II
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TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 26. 1996
•'1

•

•Unusual Santas
•Large Variety of Nutcrackers
•Mary Engelbright Cards
•Nan's Christmas Corn Shuck Sc
•Christmas Dishes
-Pewter Windchimes
•Snoglos
-Collectible Zippo Lighters
•Suzy Zoo

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m.,
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Many More Unique Christmas
& Gift Ideas

759-4512

TREASURE HOV), y
,
Southeide Shopping Center

753-6798

Wall
1171
Beautiful Gifts and Decorating Ideas...

*Designer Pillows
$24.95
*Masterpiece Nightlights...$1L00
*Framed Prints 24x30"
Starting at $79.00
*Nostalgic Picture Frames
5x7...$8.00 8x10...$13.00
*Candlestick Table Lamps
$49.00
*Decorative Tassels $4.00
Candles, Sprays, Sachets,
Noah's Ark Bookends,
Cherub Sconces & Morel

702 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Ctr.
(Next to JCPenney)
753-4663

VAU !IT'S

FURNITURE & APPLIANCE

SUPERSTORE

For all your Brighton accessories
355 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7441

Holiday Sale
Thursday, Nov. 28th—Saturday, Nov. 30th .

(while tftcy (ast!)

a
'V cut Crystal w/cup stopper. perfect for mouthwash in the

MURRAY AFGHANS Reg. 49.95
Only

Give A "Wild Rose Gift Certificate"
And Let Them Make Their Selection!
*Rowe Pottery

'Camille Beckman
Lotions & Scents
*Victorian Cards,
Books, Sachets

$39.95

bathroom

$7.95

14 Pottery baking crock w/tasty bread mix
14 Jumbo Hurricane Candleholder

OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY
11 A.M.-4 P.M. - CLOSED FRI., NOV. 29
OPEN SATURDAY, NOV. 30, 11 A.M.-8 P.M.

See Our Line
of Beautiful
Christmas Fabrics
For All Your
Holiday Patterns.

Trudy's Top Ten Great Gifts
at Great Trices.

HOMEMADE JAMS & JELLIES
*Scrumptious Apple,Peach,Pear & Pumpkin Butter
Homestyle Pickles and Relishes
'Bunny &
Bear"
Children's

Table &
Chair
Sets

.;:r• •

$$n14..0095

4‘.• Savannah Cinnamon mix"- flavors & recipes $7.25
14 "Coffee Break" Gift Bag - gourmet coffee, mug, biscotti
& sweets
$14.00
14 Chili Bowls by Block China - set 4-6 colors $17.00
14 "The Tea Bag" - mug, 3 teas, cookies & gift bag$15.00
Ili "Simply the Best" Gourmet Gift Basket - over 20 of our
delicious favorites!
$50.00
Plus a store full of wonderful ideas

lie

6--;•''
:
k.4•44442:01
:
-O

408 N. 12"i

753054

kiiehen & home

/

44FARMER'S FARMACY
Remember, your
faro' friends believe
Santa Claus too!

$20.00

111 Armoscence Bayberry candles
14 Pewter leaf serving platter

.iy,i4
Business Hours: Tues. IL Wed.9-5:30; Thurs.-Sat.9-8
Hwy. 121 N. (Next to Dutch Essenhaus 767-0486

$15.75

We would like to
help yott with
your Christmas
shopping!

in

Greetings to all
ij ourSeasons
customers and friends.

We are having our Birthday
Sale now through Nov. 30 —

its our pleasure to know
and serve you.

20-30% ono STOREWIDE...
perfect timing for khe
holiday se son!

rt.

"Where we make shopping a
pleasurable. experience!"
Join us of our Web Site
hffp:\ \www.hawkinsreseorch.com

So, slap in .far great gift ideas ,or your pet!
Dixieland Center • 759-2249

406 S. 12th • Murray
753-7435
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